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Mapping an Information Architecture’s Scent 

Abstract

Using an information-based web site to seek target information depends largely on the 

usefulness of the site’s information architecture (IA). Users must make guesses about the 

probability that a menu label will lead to target information. They are making judgments about 

the relevance or value of those labels and following what Pirolli (1997) refers to as an 

information scent.

This research explored the effects that different tasks and contexts have on information 

scent. The methodology used in this research proved to be a good tool for mapping the scent 

trails o f an IA and the degree of agreement about a labels scent. The metric used for computing 

the probability that a menu label will be chosen also proved informative. Providing tools that 

allow researchers and developers to diagnose the usefulness of an IA and inform their design 

decisions is one of the main contributions o f this research.

In addition, the results showed that providing users with multiple access points to the 

same target information increases the likelihood o f a user finding that information. Results also 

showed that users identified a greater number o f partially relevant menu labels when they were 

judged from a situational context rather than from a topical context. A final conclusions was that 

a menu label’s information scent depends on the scenario driving the search.
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Mapping An Information Architecture’s Scent:

Evaluating the Effects of Task and Context on Judgments of Relevance

Today many users o f the Internet are using information-based web sites in an attempt to 

satisfy a particular information need. However, even when a user identifies a relevant web site, 

its menu labels do not always lead the user to available information.

When an information seeker arrives at a web site they are usually confronted with a menu 

system —  labels that allow the user to navigate further into the site. These menu labels generally 

group the site’s content into a structure o f hierarchical categories. The labels also suggest the 

type o f content or information that might be linked to them. The structure and its corresponding 

menu labels form a site’s Information Architecture (IA). The IA depicted in Figure 1 is three

tiered, with menu labels at the first two levels, and content pages at the third level. In this 

example, a user is presented with a different number of navigational choices at each level o f the 

IA -  four at the first level, three at the second and two at the third (4x3x2). Therefore, the IA of 

an information-based web sites, becomes an important interface between its users and the site’s 

content.

Menu Labels  
(first-level)

Figure 1. Components o f a Three-Tier Information Architecture (4x3x2)
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The usefulness o f an information architecture depends on how well it guides users to 

relevant content -  the target. Accessing content requires a user to first browse or scan the 

available menu labels. They are then required to make decisions about the potential relevance 

and utility o f those labels to the information need at hand. In effect, users are making a guess at 

the likelihood that a given menu label will lead to relevant information -  a probabilistic approach 

to navigating a web site. For a user to successfully access the target information in Figure 2, the 

user must correctly identify menu label C from the first-level labels, and then menu label C3 

from the second-level labels.

Menu Labels 
(first-level)

Menu Labels 
(secon d-level)

C ontent P a g e s  
(third-level)

Target Information

Figure 2. Navigational Path Required to Access Target Information 

In contrast, the creators and maintainers o f the information architecture (hereafter 

referred to as the designers) are responsible for organizing, clustering and classifying 

information within the site. Their decisions about which menu label(s) to link to specific content 

can be influenced by a number o f factors. These include content knowledge and expertise, 

desired business or political outcomes, a directive from a colleague or supervisor or simply 

tradition and the constraints o f legacy systems. However, their decisions are rarely informed by 

the information needs and browsing patterns o f the site’s users.
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Differences in task orientation and the contexts from which users and designers evaluate 

menu labels, may have an effect on their judgments of relevance. If  so, then the menu label 

choices o f information seekers may differ from those of the designers. Differences in the 

judgments of users and designers may ultimately reduce the usefulness of the information 

architecture, i.e. the ability to lead seekers to relevant information. It is the awareness of these 

potential dynamics that has motivated this research and shaped its objectives, which include:

1) exploring the effects that task and context may have on users’ judgments of 

relevance;

2) introducing and evaluating a methodology for mapping the information scent of an 

information architecture (see next section for a discussion o f information scent);

3) introducing an approach to evaluating an information architecture’s usefulness;

The Theory o f  Information Scent -  A Theoretical Framework

This research is exploratory in nature. As such, its goals are not intended to support or 

refute a particular theory but rather to gather data which may help explain why one information 

architecture might be more useful than another. In addition, another desired outcome is to 

present a tool that will assist web designers in evaluating the usefulness o f their information 

architecture. The purpose of such a tool is to help inform designers and guide their decisions and 

heuristics. A theoretical framework is therefore required to situate the constructs, hypotheses 

and results that have been generated from this research.

The functional focus for this research is the idea that users are lead through an 

environment (the information architecture) during which probabilistic judgments (the likelihood 

o f finding information) are being made about proximal cues (menu labels) . Given this focus, a
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particularly appropriate theoretical framework is offered by the Theory o f  Information Scent 

(Pirolli, 2004).

Information scent is a derivative o f Information Foraging Theory (Pirolli & Card, 1995; 

Pirolli & Card, 1999), which in turn was developed from a parallel theory within the fields of 

biology and anthropology known as Optimal Foraging Theory (Chamov, 1976; Stephens & 

Krebs, 1986) -  a theory o f how animals search for food in the wild. Information foraging theory 

also borrows from the principles o f Egon Brunswik’s cognitive Lens Model o f perception and 

judgment (Brunswik, 1952), a probabilistic view of how people use available cues to guess the 

value o f something that cannot be immediately perceived.

Optimal foraging theory is based on the assumption that animals optimize their food 

foraging activities by making choices that maximize their food or energy intake. One challenge 

that animals face is that their attempts to maximize food intake usually takes place in 

environments where food is not evenly distributed. Animals are therefore using patchy 

environments which add to the costs of foraging for food. As Chamov (1976) explains:

“Food is found in clumps or patches. The predator encounters food items within a patch

but spends time traveling between patches The predator must make decisions as to

which patch types it will visit and when it will leave the patch it is presently in.” (p 129) 

The theory assumes that a predator makes decisions based on maximizing the net rate o f food 

intake during each bout o f foraging. In the context of this research, these patches are analogous 

to menu labels representing categories o f information.

The cognitive lens model of perception and judgment introduced by Egon Brunswick 

(1952) is also an integral component of information foraging theory. In the lens model, a distal 

object or event (e.g. web content) is represented to the organism (the user) by proximal cues (e.g.
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menu labels). As the distal object cannot be seen, the organism must make an inference about its 

state. For example, a bird flies over a forest and sees berry bushes distributed throughout a 

clearing. Those patches o f bush are proximal cues representing potential distal objects -  the 

berries. A component o f Brunswik’s lens model is the probabilistic nature o f the environment. 

On the basis of these proximal cues (the berry patches), a probabilistic judgment is made (a 

guess) o f the expected value of the distal object (the fruitfulness of the berry patch).

Information foraging theory (Pirolli et al., 1999) has transferred the metaphor of animals 

browsing for food and sustenance to humans browsing for information. In integrating the above 

theories, Pirolli and Card (1999) have provided a framework for examining how people adapt 

their information seeking behaviour to patchy, probabilistic information environments. 

Information foraging theory argues that information seekers modify their strategies to maximize 

the rate o f gaining relevant or valuable information while minimizing costs (Katz & Byrne,

2003) -  a cost-benefit approach to foraging. The theory also explores how information 

environments can be designed or shaped to suit the needs of its users.

Information foraging theory is particularly well suited to the web environment. Web site 

users seeking information are required to navigate from web site to web site and from menu label 

to menu label (patch to patch) evaluating proximal cues (menu labels and links) making 

probabilistic judgments (guesses) about the value o f distal content (web pages and documents) in 

order to optimize their rate o f gaining relevant information while minimizing their costs (time 

and cognitive resources).

Embedded in information foraging theory is the theory o f information scent. Scent refers 

to those cues that are judged as having value or utility as information foragers consider which 

path or alternative to pursue. The role o f information scent is to guide users to the information
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they seek. Scent is a between-patch activity, and as such it assists users in judging the utility of 

alternative paths, and helps them to detect when they are off course (i.e. moving away from an 

area o f topical relevance) (Pirolli, 2004).

Within this theoretical framework, a web site’s information architecture functions as a 

network of scent trails. Therefore, the usefulness o f an information architecture can be thought 

o f as the degree to which it keeps information seekers on a relevant scent trail and minimizes 

missed opportunities for finding needed information. Figure 3 illustrates how label A and label 

C compete, with label A emitting stronger information scent than C and thereby leading the user 

away from the target information. Similarly, labels C l and C3 also compete.

[~ | Low Scent 

| | Medium Scent 

| | High Scent
Target information

Figure 3. An Information Architecture with Competing Scent Trails 

One o f the prime foci of this research was to explore the effect(s) that different levels of 

task orientation and/or the context o f menu label evaluation might have on information scent. In 

particular, whether these variables impact user’s judgments of menu label relevance.
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Task Orientation -  Classifying and Seeking

The menu labels of an information-based web site are used in two different ways, a) by 

searchers who browse or seek web content, and b) by developers who link or classify web 

content within a menu label category. The fundamental difference between these two uses is the 

orientation of the tasks -  one is to seek, the other is to classify.

Information seekers and classifiers both make judgments about the relevance o f menu 

labels to their given tasks. However, it is the classifiers who decide on which menu label(s) to 

link to what content. They are deciding which scent trail(s) will need to be followed to access the 

target information.

For example, assume a fictitious information architecture about food with three menu 

labels —  Fruit, Vegetables and Dairy Products. As the person maintaining this web site you are 

given a document entitled The History o f  Tomatoes. Your task is to link The History o f  

Tomatoes to one or more of the menu labels -  a classification task.

Notice the classifier can choose one or more menu labels. As a classifier, you would 

probably link the History o f  Tomatoes to the Fruit category (provided you were aware that a 

tomato is a fruit). What about all those users who mistakenly think a tomato is a vegetable? 

Could the classifier also create a link to the target document from the Vegetables menu label -  

one that says Why a Tomato Is Not a Vegetable? The answer is yes. A classifier can consider 

linking multiple menu labels to any target information, thereby creating multiple points o f access 

and multiple scent trails. The challenge for the classifier is to ensure that these multiple scent 

trails all lead to the same target information.

The methodology used in this research (see Methods section) provides a tool for mapping 

multiple scent trails and thereby informing the classification decisions of the web developers. In
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addition, the methodology was used to compare the effects o f different task orientations on 

judgments of relevance.

Context o f  Evaluation -  Topical and Situational

It is my assertion that users o f information-based web sites evaluate the relevance of 

menu labels from one o f two contexts —  topical or situational. Context refers to the perspective 

users have of their information need. For example, there may be a need to acquire only topically 

relevant facts, e.g. “ What can I  fin d  out about tomatoes?”. This creates a topical context against 

which the menu labels are evaluated. In contrast, menu labels that are evaluated from a 

situational context must meet a more specific need or set of needs. For example, they may 

include time constraints, reading level o f the content, a need to heighten or lower emotions, a 

need to receive direction or guidance, or perhaps a need to manage risks and identify decision 

alternatives. These specific needs influence the user’s judgment of menu label relevance, and 

shift information scent. Therefore, if  menu labels are being assessed from different contexts 

(topical or situational), their relevance may be perceived differently. In turn, these differences 

may result in a variety o f scent trails.

When menu labels are being evaluated from a topical context, a seeker or classifier is 

trying to answer the question “ What is this category o f  information about?”. The user is focused 

on the topic or subject matter that the menu label represents. For example, earlier a user was 

given the task of classifying a document entitled The History o f  Tomatoes. The topic o f the 

document was tomatoes. Within the information architecture was a menu item labeled Fruit.

This menu label was judged as having topical relevance to the document in question. Therefore,
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it satisfied the classifiers need to link the document to topically appropriate menu label. The 

judgment was made from a topical context.

When the context of evaluation is situational, seekers and classifiers are trying to answer 

a different question, “ Will the information contained in this category satisfy some specific needs 

or set o f  needs?” Therefore, a menu label that is being evaluated from a situational context must 

not only satisfy a need for topical relevance, but must also satisfy a set o f additional needs. A 

menu label’s ability to satisfy this collective set o f needs is what generates its information scent. 

For example, your 10 year old child has been given a homework assignment (an event), to 

describe and illustrate (a need) why a tomato is not a vegetable (a topic). You want to help, so 

you scan a web site that uses the previously described labels. If the menu label Fruit is evaluated 

from this situational perspective, there is nothing in that label to suggest it can satisfy your 

child’s need —  to describe and illustrate (at a grade 5 reading level) why a tomato is not a 

vegetable. Therefore, an information seeker (you) may now judge this label as being less 

relevant than when it was evaluated in the earlier topical context. In other words, in this 

situational context the menu label Fruit has a weaker information scent.

One of the motivations for this research has been my observation that differences in the 

contextual perspectives o f users (seekers and classifiers) may account for variations in the 

success with which seekers find targeted information. For example, if  classifiers judge menu 

label relevance from a topical perspective and seekers judge relevance from a situational 

perspective, then each group would be drawn along different information scent trails. Therefore, 

differences in context may have a direct impact on the usefulness o f an information architecture.
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Scenarios

To reliably evaluate an information architecture’s usefulness, menu labels must be 

evaluated against scenarios that are representative o f real or plausible circumstances in the user’s 

environment.

A scenario is a description of a set o f circumstances that combine the task elements 

(seeking or classifying) and the contextual perspective of the menu labels (topical or situational).

The variables o f task (classifying or seeking) and context (topical and situational) will be 

manipulated in a 2x2 factorial design. Therefore, there are four different types o f scenarios which 

must be considered: a) a seeker o f information evaluating a menu label topically, b) a seeker of 

information evaluating a menu label situationally, c) a classifier of information evaluating a 

menu label topically, and d) a classifier of information evaluating a menu label situationally.

A challenge which will be discussed in the Method section, deals with making scenarios 

real and representative of a given web site’s domain. This involves researching the most 

common types o f information needs that occur amongst the users of the information architecture 

being evaluated.

Regions o f  Relevance

The definition and measurement of relevance is a complex topic that has been debated in 

the information science literature since the early 1950’s (Eisenberg, 1986).

In the field o f information science, relevance was initially viewed as a binary construct, 

that is, a document is either relevant or it is not relevant. This initial view gave way to an 

alternative construct —  regions o f  relevance (Greisdorf, 2000). This alternative view suggested
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that there are degrees o f relevance and that differences in degree can be measured. Typically, 

relevance was divided into three regions: 1) relevant, 2) partially-relevant, and 3) not relevant.

Another goal o f this research was to determine if users who scan menu labels judge 

relevance along a continuum or as a binary construct. Specifically, do users judge some menu 

labels as being within a relevant region, others as partially relevant and still others as not 

relevant, or are their relevance judgments simply binary (relevant, not-relevant).

How to measure relevance or a region of relevance becomes an important question.

Using Magnitude Estimation to Measure Relevance

Methodologies for measuring relevance have varied throughout the information science 

literature. Some o f the more central themes outlined by Griesdorf (2000) include category rating 

scales (Howard, 1994; Gluck, 1996), measures of semantic distance (Brooks, 1997) and 

magnitude estimation (Eisenberg, 1988). Eisenberg (1988) found magnitude estimation to be 

more robust than category rating scales and not influenced by contextual effects. For this reason 

magnitude estimation was chosen as the method for measuring relevance judgments during this 

research.

Magnitude estimation has its roots in the area of psychophysics —  an area interested in 

measuring human perception o f physical-sensory stimuli (e.g., loudness, brightness, taste, 

roughness). Eisenberg (1988) described magnitude estimation as “ .. .requiring a subject to 

directly estimate, in numbers, the intensity o f a given stimulus... The task is to assign a 

num ber... so that the number given matches the subject’s impression of the strength of the 

stimulus.”
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In this experiment, participants made estimates from 0-100 (a response), about the degree 

o f relevance (their impression of the strength), o f a particular menu label (a stimulus) and its 

relationship to a scenario (a description of a task and context).

Therefore, as the perceived relevance of a menu label increases (an increase in scent), 

there is a corresponding increase in the relevance estimate given to that menu label. This 

corresponds directly to what psychophysicists’ refer to as the Power Law  —  an increase in a 

stimulus by a given proportion results in a corresponding proportional increase in response 

(Bruce, 1998).

While magnitude estimation was initially used for measuring physical-sensory stimuli, 

there have been successful attempts to adapt magnitude estimation methodologies to the 

measurement o f social-psychological stimuli. Eisenberg (1986; 1988) found that participants 

used magnitude estimation to judge the relevance of retrieved documents relative to their 

information queries in the same way that they judged physical stimuli such as line length. More 

recently, Bruce (1998) successfully used magnitude estimation to measure the perceived 

satisfaction o f users searching the Internet for information.

Information scientists (Bruce, 1994; Eisenberg, 1986; Janes, 1991) have also successfully 

adapted techniques for establishing the validity and reliability of the magnitude estimation 

process (as cited in Bruce, 1998). Eisenberg (1986) used cross modality matching to establish 

validity. For example, participants would be asked to evaluate the length o f several lines by 

providing a number for each (the higher the number the longer the line). The exercise would 

then be repeated with the same subjects only this time they would be asked to squeeze a hand 

dynamometer with a force equivalent to the line length (the more force the longer the line ). In 

this way the relationship between modalities could be compared and calibrated, and the validity
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o f the estimation process could be established. Reliability or the stability of magnitude data was 

established by providing evidence that magnitude data is quantitative rather than a qualitative 

(Stevens, 1975; Eisenberg, 1988; Bruce, 1998). The premise for this assertion is that if  

participants can judge, quantify and articulate how much o f a variable they are perceiving, then 

the variable is stable and reliable (Bruce, 1998).

Research Questions and Hypotheses

The general concept that motivated this research was that differences in a user’s task and 

contextual perspective lead to different constraints on perceived information scent. -  the 

perceived degree o f relevance each menu label carries.

As this thesis is exploratory in nature, there were many research questions and 

hypotheses discussed in its planning, however four empirical questions were investigated:

Do differences in a user’s task orientation and context o f evaluation affect...

1) ... judgments o f which menu labels are considered relevant?

2) ... judgments o f which menu labels are considered partially relevant?

3) ... agreement about which menu labels are considered most relevant?

4) ... the probability o f choosing the target content’s menu label?

These questions assumed that there would be differences between scenarios, but that 

scenarios would not interact with context and task. O f primary interest were interactions 

between task and context. These general research questions lead to the following hypotheses:

1) Number o f  Menu Labels Judged Relevant. This hypothesis predicted that evaluating 

menu labels from a topical context would lead to a higher number o f menu labels judged relevant
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(top line in figure 4) in contrast to menu labels that were evaluated from a situational perspective 

(bottom line in figure 4), but that this increase is dependent on the user’s task orientation. In 

general, the classifying task would result in more labels considered relevant than the seeking task 

(left points higher than right points in Figure 4).

C ontex t of Evaluation
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Figure 4. Hypothesis 1 - Mean Number of Relevant Menu Labels

The rationale for this prediction was that when viewing menu labels from a situational 

context, information scent would only be emitted by those labels specific to the needs of the 

situation —  resulting in fewer scented labels. For example, a user looking for information 

related to the general topic o f breast cancer would likely identify more scented labels than a user 

looking to satisfy information needs specific to the situation of “ .. .my wife has been diagnosed 

with breast cancer and is scheduled for exploratory surgery, I need to reduce her anxiety...”. 

Classifiers were considered to generate a greater number of scented menu labels because their 

task is to satisfy the needs o f multiple users, and therefore likely that they would speculate on 

multiple menu labels emitting information scent for a given scenario. Support for this rationale 

came from comments during the pilot study.
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2) Number o f  Menu Labels Judged Partially Relevant. In contrast to the first hypothesis, 

this hypothesis predicted that menu labels evaluated topically would lead to a higher number of 

labels judged partially-relevant (top line in figure 5) when compared to labels judged from a 

situational perspective (bottom line in figure 5), and that this effect would also depend on the 

task orientation o f the user. If users are seeking information, the number o f menu labels judged 

partially-relevant will be higher than if  they are classifying information (right points higher than 

left in Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Hypothesis 2 - Mean Number of Partially-Relevant Menu Labels

The rationale for this prediction was that task orientation would create an inverse 

relationship between the number of strongly scented (relevant) and moderately scented (partially 

relevant) menu labels. Specifically, the more frequently a user identified strongly scented menu 

labels, the less likely moderately scented labels would be identified. However, it was predicted 

that this inverse relationship would not extend to context. Rather it was assumed that menu 

labels viewed from a situational context would continue to be easier to reject then those viewed
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from a topical context. If this rationale was supported, then there would be fewer partially 

relevant menu labels in the situational context.

3) User Agreement About Most Relevant Menu Labels. The previous hypotheses referred 

to the number o f labels judged relevant. This hypothesis refers to the number of people who 

judge the same menu label as being the most relevant -  the proportion o f agreement.

This hypothesis predicted that evaluating menu labels from a situational context would 

lead to higher proportion o f agreement among users (top line o f figure 6) than if  the menu labels 

were evaluated from a topical context (bottom line o f figure 6), but that this relationship would 

depend on the users’ task orientation. In general, the seeking task will result in a higher 

proportion of people agreeing to which menu label is the most relevant than the classifying task 

(right points higher than left in Figure 6).

C ontex t o f Evaluation

-a Topical 
-HB Situational

C lassify  S eek
Task O 'ien ta tion

Figure 6. Hypothesis 3 - Proportion of User Agreement About Most Relevant 

Menu Labels

The rationale for this prediction was that if  seekers o f situational information do in fact 

identify fewer scented menu labels, there would be a higher level of agreement among users.
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4) Probability o f  Choosing the Target Menu Label. This hypothesis refers to the 

probability o f the user choosing the target menu label, given all other relevant and partially 

relevant labels. For example, if  menu label 7 leads to the target information but a user only 

considers menu labels 3, 4 and 5 as being relevant, the probability of a user accessing the target 

information is zero. In addition, if  the user identifies the target label as one o f multiple labels 

being relevant (e.g. labels, 3,4,5 and 7), the probability of accessing the target content is not 1 

but a value less than 1 due to the competition provided by the other relevant labels.

This hypothesis predicts that menu labels evaluated from a topical perspective would 

lead to a higher probability o f selecting the target menu label (top line of figure 7) than if the 

menu labels were evaluated from a situational perspective (bottom line of figure 7). It also 

predicts that task orientation primarily affects judgments made from a topical context (left 

topical line points higher than right in Figure 7 whereas situation remains level).

C ontex t o f Evaluation
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Figure 7. Hypothesis 4 - Probability of Users Selecting the Target Menu Label
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Method

Design

In this experiment, participants simulated the tasks of classifying and seeking information 

by judging the relevance of menu labels to a scenario. The topics o f these menu labels were 

related to human health issues and drawn from a large existing web site. Health-related menu 

labels were presented in a two-level hierarchy or menu structure (see Appendix A). The 

organization of the menu labels, along with their various label choices, established the 

information architecture for the experimental web site. Participants were asked to estimate (on a 

scale o f 0-100) the degree o f relevance each menu label had towards a particular scenario.

Independent Variables. The design for this experiment was a mixed factorial design. 

There were three independent variables, two between-groups variables —  Task and Context, and 

a single within-subjects variable —  Scenario.

Scenarios concerned with human health were used to establish the task and context from 

which participants viewed menu labels. Scenarios described health issues from either a topical 

or situational perspective and assigned either a seeking or classification task (see Table 1). 

Scenarios were presented in a text format. Each participant was presented with 2 practice and 10 

experimental scenarios. Therefore, as an independent variable, Scenario had 10 levels. As 

Scenario was a repeated-measures variable with possible order effects, the order o f presenting 

scenarios was counterbalanced using a Balanced Latin Square (Appendix B).

Task, a between subjects independent variable, refers to the type of assignment each 

participant was given during the presentation o f a scenario. There were two types o f task 

assignments —  Classifying and Seeking. Classification tasks required participants to make 

judgments about where to put or link information described in the scenario. In contrast, seeking
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tasks required participants to make judgments about where they expect to find scenario 

information within the same information architecture.

Context, the second between subjects independent variable, refers to the perspective from 

which each scenario was written. There were two levels of Context —  Topical and Situational.

A topical context referred to scenarios which only provided information about a topic or subject. 

Topical scenarios did not provide a description of an information need or goal, or a description 

o f the event which created the information need. In contrast, situational contexts referred to 

scenarios containing all three descriptive components (i.e., the topic, the information need and 

the event that created the need).

Given these variables and the experimental design, each scenario required four different 

descriptive representations, one for each between subjects experimental condition (see Table 1). 

The four representations each had two sub-components, a context statement (representing either 

a topical or situational perspective) and a task statement (representing either a classification task 

or a seeking task).
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Table 1

Sample Scenario with Different Representations fo r  each Experimental Condition

Context of Evaluation

Task Topical Situational

Orientation (topic only) (includes an event, topic, and need)

Context: “Potential radiation Context: “A recently aired media

effects o f  cellular phone usage. ” broadcast has described potential

radiation effects o f  cellular phone

usage. You now fee l you need more

Seeking information about how to protect

yourself from harmful effects. ”

Task: “Identify the menu labels Task: “Identify the menu labels where

where you would look fo r you would look fo r  information related

information related to this topic. ” to this situation. ”

Context: “Potential Radiation Context: “A recently aired media

effects o f  cellular phone usage. ” broadcast has described potential

radiation effects o f  cellular phone

usage. The public now feels they need

Classifying more information about how to protect

themselves from  harmful effects. ”

Task: “Identify the menu labels Task: “Identify the menu labels where

where you would put or link you would put or link information

information related to this topic. ” related to this situation. ”

Dependent Variables. Borland (2003) describes relevance as a user’s perception o f the 

usefulness between an information object, such as a menu label, and a task oriented situation. In 

this experiment, relevance referred to a participant’s subjective judgments about the value or
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usefulness of a menu label given a scenario’s task and context. For example, if  the participant’s 

task is to classify information about the ‘‘potential radiation effects o f  cellular phone usage. ” 

(see Table 1), then the participant’s relevance judgments are estimates o f how well that topic fits 

each menu label.

The effects o f independent variables were examined on a number o f dependent measures. 

These include 1) the number of menu labels judged relevant, 2) the number of menu labels 

judged partially-relevant, 3) user agreement about strong relevant menu labels and 4) the 

probability o f participants selecting the target menu label. These measures are more fully 

discussed in the Analysis section o f Results and Discussion.

Participant Assignment. Participants were randomly assigned to one of the four 

experimental conditions outlined in Table 1. These include seeking topical information, seeking 

situational information, classifying topical information and classifying situational information. 

All participants were required to perform their tasks (classifying or seeking) using the same 

information architecture (Appendix A).

Experimental Control. The implementation and manipulation o f this experiment was 

controlled through an interactive web site via the Internet (rather than by the experimenter).

Data gathering was also system controlled. There was no direct contact between the researcher 

and the participants during the experiment, and subject data is only identified by subject numbers 

assigned at the beginning o f the experiment (see Participants- in the next section). Therefore, the 

researcher was effectively blind to experimental manipulations and subjects’ identities.
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Participants

N  and Power Analysis. It was determined prior to beginning recruitment that a minimum 

of 120 participants would be required for this experiment —  30 participants for each of the four 

experimental conditions. The number o f participants (N) was determined following a power 

analysis in which the significance criterion, alpha (a), was set to .05, the population effect size 

(ES) was expected to be large (Cohen, 1992), the desired statistical power was set at .80.

Sampling Strategy & Recruitment Procedures. The sampling strategies employed for 

this research were aimed at identifying participants who represent a population of Internet users.

The prime strategy for recruiting was the use of a chain-letter e-mail. This involved 

sending an individually addressed e-mail (Appendix D) to 72 prospective participants assumed to 

use the Internet. These prospective participants were professional, personal, business and 

academic contacts known to the researcher. Each prospective participant was not only invited to 

complete the online experiment, but was also requested to pass the invitation along to others who 

use the Internet. In other words, participants could then become recruiters.

On occasion, the principal researcher approached potential participants directly (i.e., face- 

to-face or via the telephone ). On these occasions, the same recruiting script used in the chain- 

letter e-mails was followed.

Initially there was a plan to offer participants a $10 honorarium for their participation. 

However, the introduction o f payment introduced several potential problems. Examples include a 

single individual accessing the experiment several times for the sole purpose o f receiving $10 for 

each session. This type o f abuse would have contaminated the data and rendered it useless. In 

addition, the degree o f additional administrative and programming overhead to control access,
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payment and anonymity made payment a significant problem. It was decided to recruit the first 

40 participants without any payment. If successful recruiting would continue without payment or 

any form of remuneration. The number 40 was selected as it represented the first complete 

replicate of the Balanced Latin Square that was being used for counterbalancing. The ‘chain- 

letter’ recruiting strategy (without payment) was indeed successful, and as a result, lead to the 

decision to recruit the remaining participants without payment. Therefore, throughout this 

experiment, no participant received any form of remuneration or inducement for their 

participation.

Setting, Materials and Apparatus

Location. Experiments were conducted remotely over the Internet using an experimental 

web site designed for this research. The precise physical location from which each participant 

completed the experiment is unknown. However, the requirement for participants to input their 

Canadian postal code at the end of the experiment allowed us to identify the participant’s 

geographical region (city and province). When the experiment began, some requests to 

participate came from countries outside Canada. These included countries such as the United 

States, Germany, Britain and the Philippines. As the web site was only designed to 

accommodate Canadian postal codes, a unique postal code was used to identify international 

participants.

While the majority o f participants represented Canada’s National Capital Region, there 

was representation internationally as well as from other Canadian provinces.
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Technical Requirements and Controls. The web site was designed and developed 

specifically for this experiment. The technologies used for its development included hypertext 

markup language (HTML), JavaScript, active server pages (.asp) and images optimized in a 

Graphic Interchange Format (.gif).

Each participant required a computer with Internet Explorer 5.0+, JavaScript 1.2 enabled 

and access to the World Wide Web (WWW). At the time this experiment was launched, the 

choice o f Internet Explorer 5.0+ represented 80.7% of web users (W3Schools, 2004).

Once a prototype o f the experimental web site was completed, a pilot test o f the 

experiment was run. The pilot was conducted with five participants who were not part o f the 

final sample o f participants. Observations of how they interacted with the site and responded to 

its prompts and interface was evaluated. The result o f this testing was to build additional 

practice screens and clarify some o f the instructions.

Web Site Structure and Functionality. The web site developed for this experiment 

revolved around the use o f its information architecture —  the hierarchically organized system of 

menu labels representing categories o f content. For this research, it will be referred to as the 

experimental information architecture.

To provide external validity to the experimental information architecture and to provide 

participants with tasks based on ‘real-world’ scenarios, the information space from which 

scenarios were created was human health. There were two factors influencing this choice. At the 

time this experiment was initially conceived, the third highest type of Internet use was seeking 

medical and health information. E-mailing was first, followed by general browsing (Statistics 

Canada, 2002). The second factor influencing this decision was my involvement with a public
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health organization which had recently spent 12 months developing an information architecture 

for a large web site (approximately 45,000 documents). The information architecture that 

resulted from this year-long process will be referred to as the original information architecture.

The development of the original information architecture was committee based. The 

committee involved content experts, stakeholders and external consultants who provided 

expertise in information and library science, and web development. One influence, notable by its 

absence during the development process, was the lack of consultation or testing with potential 

users of the web site. Therefore, this original information architecture is likely to have had an 

author-expert-owner bias towards its structure and menu labels.

In developing the experimental information architecture for this research, the original 

information architecture was edited and adapted. Labels that were descriptive o f the organization 

or its owners (e.g., Branches, Regions and Agencies, or About Us) were eliminated. In addition, 

menu labels that required a parent label to provide context were eliminated. For example, the 

menu label Tracking and Prevention, on its own raises the question “The tracking and prevention 

o f what?”. In this case, context was only provided by its parent label —  Diseases and 

Conditions. All other menu labels remained identical to those created through the original 

committee process.

In addition to eliminating ambiguous or identifying menu labels, the structure of the 

original information architecture was also adjusted for this experiment. The original hierarchy 

contained three levels o f menu labels (occasionally a fourth level existed). By its design, real- 

world users would find health information after clicking a third-level menu label. In this 

experiment, the scenarios were drawn from information contained in the third-level categories. 

For example, the scenario described in Table 1, (potential radiation effects o f cellular phone
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usage) was drawn from the information contained in the third-level menu label titled Consumer 

Radiation. Its parent label (second-level) was Radiation, which in turn had a parent label of 

Environmental and Workplace Health. Only first and second-level categories were required for 

navigating to the third-level labels, thereby permitting the elimination o f all third-level menu 

labels from the original information architecture.

The final design of the experimental information architecture consists of 10 first-level 

menu labels and 71 second-level labels (Appendix A). The second-level menu labels were not 

equally distributed among the first-level labels.

Functionality within the experimental information architecture was limited. Participants 

were permitted to navigate (click) through the hierarchy, to move a slider bar beside each 

second-level category label (to make relevance estimations), to click radio buttons and check 

boxes (to respond to questions) and to click a control button (Next Scenario, Previous Scenario 

or Quit).

Data collection was automatic and in a format allowing for easy importation into both 

Microsoft Excel 2003 and SPSS 10.

Validating Experimental Scenarios. This experiment required the writing of topical and 

situational descriptions for 12 different health-related scenarios. There were 218 third-level 

menu labels in the original information architecture from which the topics for these scenarios 

could have been drawn. The topic selection process for the original information architecture was 

without representation from its user community. Therefore, the comprehension or clarity of 

these third-level menu labels and their implied topics has never been validated amongst potential 

users. In this experiment, if  the scenario topics are not clearly understood by participants, their
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understanding of a scenario’s context and task could not be accurately evaluated. This could 

have invalidated the experiments results. Furthermore, if  the choice o f topics was not 

representative o f real-world information needs, then the generalizability o f the results could also 

have been threatened. As good scenario descriptions were essential for this experiment, it was 

necessary to validate the comprehension, clarity and choices o f scenario topics.

A Topic Validation Survey (Appendix E) was created to meet two needs. The first, was 

to identify and eliminate menu labels that were either ambiguous or that lacked clarity. The 

second objective was to narrow topic choices to those which best reflect past and future health 

information needs.

The survey asked respondents to indicate topics where past information needs had 

existed, as well as topics where future information needs were likely to exist. Once topics had 

been identified which were considered clear and understandable, a final subset o f topics was 

drawn from those showing the highest frequency o f past or future needs. Any topic which was 

identified as unclear by a single survey respondent was eliminated as a potential choice for the 

final experiment.

O f the original 218 potential third-level menu labels, 69 (31.7%) were identified as being 

unclear and were eliminated from consideration (Appendix E). Of the remaining menu labels, 68 

(31.2%) had high frequencies o f respondents showing either past information needs or likely 

future needs for information relating to those topics. These topics were then grouped into related 

categories and then compared to the available web content. The final 12 scenarios were then 

drafted based on the available web content, and selection goals were then based on providing a 

varied selection of topics whose information was contained in a variety o f locations within the 

experimental information architecture.
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Semantic Similarity. The semantic similarity of scenario descriptions was another 

consideration. Table 1 illustrates how each scenario’s description required four slightly 

different versions —  one for each experimental condition. As the experiment was designed to 

focus on differences in task description or contextual perspective, neglecting to measure 

semantic differences between the four corresponding statements could have resulted in 

overlooking effects due to semantic dissimilarity. Therefore, as part o f the process of validating 

the final scenarios, semantic differences were measured and minimized.

One technique that was previously used to assess the semantic similarity between task 

descriptions and screen labels (Soto, 1998) was Latent Semantic Analysis (Deerwester, Dumais, 

Furnas, Landauer, & Harshman, 1990; Landauer, Foltz, & Laham, 1998). In this experiment, 

Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) was used to establish (a priori) the semantic similarity between 

the four corresponding descriptions for each scenario. The software application that was used 

for indexing semantic similarity is available through the LSA web site which is affiliated with 

the University o f Colorado at Boulder (http://lsa.colorado.edu/)

LSA is described as both a theory and a method. It is a computational theory of 

knowledge acquisition and representation (Landauer & Dumais, 1997). It is also described as a 

practical method for estimating the semantic similarity o f words, sentences and documents in a 

multidimensional semantic space (Landauer et al., 1998; Soto, 1998). Estimates of semantic 

similarity are context-sensitive. They are calculated based on a term’s pattern o f occurrences 

across a large number o f sentences, paragraphs and documents. For example, in a semantic 

space representing Human-Computer Interaction, the words human and user may never actually 

co-occur in the same documents. However, because they do occur in similar contexts having 

similar meaning, their semantic similarity is represented as being much higher. This would be an
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example o f word-word association (Landauer et al., 1998). The fact that this experiment used 

scenarios to describe different contexts with similar meaning makes LSA an appropriate choice 

for measuring semantic similarity.

A semantic space is a mathematical representation o f a large body o f text. Some 

examples of semantic spaces used on the LSA web site include the literature space (English and 

American literature from the 18th and 19th centuries), the encyclopedia space (text from 30,473 

articles) and the psychology space (text from university-level psychology text books). Within a 

semantic space, every word and word combination such as sentences, paragraphs and articles, are 

represented as a vector. When comparing terms (e.g., word-to-word, word-to-sentence, 

sentence-to-document), LSA is computing the cosine of the angle between the vectors that 

represent the terms —  the smaller the angle the more similar the terms. Similar to values for 

correlations, cosine values range from 1 to -1 , where 1 represents a perfect semantic match (the 

same term), 0 represents no relationship between terms, and -1  represents terms o f opposite 

meaning —  which do not occur in natural languages (Soto, 1998; Landauer, 2002).

The LSA semantic space that was used for this experiment is TASAall. It is based on a 

variety o f texts, novels and newspaper articles that represent the kind o f reading material 

students are exposed to during their school years. The original body of material was compiled 

by Touchstone Applied Science Associates Inc. (TASA) when developing The Educator's Word 

Frequency Guide (Zeno, Ivenz, Millard, & Duwuri, 1995). TASA provides the educational 

market with literacy and reading assessment tools. One of its products, the Degrees o f  Reading 

Power (DRP) scale, assigns a level o f reading difficulty to samples o f text. The text samples 

used in creating the TASAall semantic space were assessed as having reading levels ranging 

from grade three to college (university). There are a total o f 37,651 text samples that make up
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the TASAall space and they cover a variety of academic areas including samples relating to 

health. The inclusion o f health related topics, the overall reading level and methods used to 

develop the TASAall semantic space made it a suitable benchmark against which to validate this 

experiment’s scenarios.

By completing a latent semantic analysis on each of this experiment’s scenarios, The 

semantic similarity between each scenario’s four contextual descriptions was established using 

latent semantic analysis. As an example, the similarity estimates (cosines) for the corresponding 

statements described in Table 1 are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2

Actual LSA Cosine Matrix Validating Context Descriptions in Table 1

Topical

(Seek)

Situational

(Seek)

Topical

(Classify)

Situational

(Classify)

Topical (Seek) 1.00 .62 1.00 .66

Situational (Seek) .62 1.00 .62 .94

Topical (Classify) 1.00 .62 LOO .66

Situational (Classify) .66 .94 .66 1.00

Perhaps the first question that must be addressed before evaluating the above date is 

“When can a cosine be considered high?” There are currently no LSA studies that have looked 

at this question (Quesada, 2003). However, some of the existing work can provide relative 

guidance. In a recent discussion o f LSA, Landauer (2002) commented that in a typical LSA 

semantic space, 99.9% of the word-word associations had cosines below .40. Similarly, Soto
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(1998) completed a study where menu labels were created by using LSA to first identify the best 

word associations to a set o f tasks, and then create two-word menu labels. The best associations 

between the two-word labels and the task descriptions had a mean cosine o f .67 and a standard 

deviation of .17. Therefore, for this experiment, using Landauer’s (2002) comments as a 

benchmark, a cosine o f .40 was used as the minimum acceptable estimate o f semantic similarity.

Overall the estimates in Table 2 indicate a high semantic similarity between all 

conditions. When comparing statements within context and across task, the magnitudes o f the 

estimates are extremely high and similar. For example, comparing the topical statement for 

seeking to the topical statement for classifying, the cosine is 1.00 —  a perfect semantic match.

In fact, these statements are semantically identical. Also, when comparing the situational 

statements for seeking to the situational statements for classifying, the cosine o f .94 is also 

extremely high. Comparing statements within task and across context, the magnitude of the 

estimates are less high, but still strong and similar. For example, comparing the topical 

statement for seeking to the situational statement for seeking, the cosine is .62 —  a strong 

estimate. Similarly, comparing the topical statement for classifying to the situational statement 

for classifying, the cosine is .66 —  also a strong estimate. Therefore, the high semantic 

similarity between conditions can be viewed as validation of this scenario.

Prior to running the experiment, the corresponding statements within each of the 10 real 

scenarios and the 2 practice scenarios were compared. As there are four corresponding 

statements in each scenario there are 6 possible comparisons for each scenario. These include 

comparing seeking/topical to classifying/topical, seeking topical to seeking/situational, 

seeking/topical to classify/situational, classifying/topical to classifying/situational, 

classifying/topical to seeking/situational, and finally seeking/situational to classifying/situational.
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Any scenario having a comparison with an LSA cosine of less than .40 (i.e. semantically 

dissimilar) was rewritten, and then re-evaluated.

After comparing corresponding statements in all scenarios, all but two o f the real 

scenarios showed LSA cosines o f > .40 across all comparisons. The exceptions were scenarios 2 

and 6. In both these scenarios, the comparisons between like contexts (e.g. classifying/topic and 

seeking/topic) were above the .40 threshold, however comparisons between different contexts 

(e.g. classifying/topic and classifying/situation) were less than .40. A decision was made to keep 

these scenarios as drafted, however these semantic differences were considered during data 

analysis.

Regions o f  Relevance and Thresholds. When asking participants to rate relevance on a 

scale, there is an implied assumption that the same value of relevance represents the same 

judgment between two participants. While all participants used the same scale (0-100), one 

participant’s relevance estimate o f 75 on that scale is not necessarily equivalent to another 

participant’s estimate o f 75. For example, one participant may consider a rating of 75 as being 

relevant, whereas another participant may consider a rating of 75 as only partially relevant. To 

account for these differences in relevance thresholds (the beginning and end o f each relevance 

region) some form o f semantic standardization or transformation must be computed.

The assertion that participants have different thresholds to regions o f relevance was 

supported by some early work by Eisenberg (1986). In an experiment where participants were 

required to make binary judgments (relevant, not-relevant), he asked participants where their 

break points were between the two constructs. The variability in their responses lead him to 

identify what he described as differences between a liberal approach to relevance estimates (e.g.,
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“If  it’s a little relevant, then call it relevant”) and a conservative approach (e.g., “It’s got to be 

really relevant before I ’ll call it relevant”). Eisenberg’s work did not consider thresholds for the 

partially-relevant region.

As part o f the preparation for this experiment, the question o f relevance thresholds was 

tested in an informal survey. Participants were asked to consider three regions of relevance (i.e., 

relevant, partially relevant, and not-relevant) and then indicate where within a scale o f 0-100 

they would place the threshold for each region of relevance (i.e., the not relevant /partially 

relevant threshold and the partially relevant/relevant threshold). In a small sample of 10 

participants there was a fairly high degree of variability among their answers. Due to this 

variability in the test survey, the question of relevance thresholds was formalized in the 

experiment following the presentation of all scenarios (Appendix I).

Procedure

Initial Contact and Informed Consent. Initial participant contact was either from an 

original recruiting e-mail (Appendix D) or one that had been forwarded by a previous recipient.

A total o f 72 recruiting e-mails were sent to professional, personal, business and 

academic contacts known to the researcher. Each prospective participant was not only invited to 

complete the online experiment, but was also encouraged to forward the invitation along to 

others who use the Internet. In other words, participants then became recruiters.

The home page o f the experimental web site (Appendix F) contained both a description 

o f the experiment, and a statement indicating that continuing implied informed consent.

The home page for the experiment also displayed contact information and the wordmark 

and logos for Carleton University and the Human-Oriented Technologies Lab. These graphic
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identity pieces were used to build trust and provide legitimacy to the experiment. It was 

assumed that trust might have been an important factor in encouraging participation as there was 

no human interaction throughout the experiment, there were no incentives to participate and 

nothing to lose by withdrawing.

Participant Orientation & Practice Once participants began the experiment, they were 

presented with the first of three Orientation pages (Appendix G).

Step 1 introduced participants to the slider bar and the different options for interacting 

with the bar. Participants could click and drag the slider to a precise point on the bar, or simply 

click the bar and have the slider jump to that point. As the slider was moved, a number between 

zero and 100 appeared above the bar.

Step 2 provided participants with an opportunity to navigate the menu system, explore the 

labels and associate slider bars to second-level menu labels. It also enabled participants to orient 

themselves to the layout o f the interface (i.e. menu labels on the left and instructions at the top).

Step 3 described participants’ role and task during the experiment. Seekers were 

described as web surfers, and classifiers were described as web developers. Both were asked to 

identify and rate the relevance o f menu labels to subsequent scenarios.

Experimental Session. Following the orientation screens, participants were presented 

with the first o f 12 scenarios. Participants were not informed that the first two scenarios were for 

practice and calibration and would not be used in the final data analysis.

On each trial participants were presented with a scenario context and task in the upper 

portion o f the browser window and the same first-level menu labels to the left o f the screen
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(Appendix H). Participants were completely free to explore the menu label system in the order 

o f their choosing. When a participant clicked a first-level menu label, a series o f second-level 

menu labels appeared, to the right o f which were slider bars used to rate these second-level menu 

label Si Figure 8 show's the Health o f  Canadians- second-level menu label with a rating o f 63.

H um aO rjenTed_ Technologu^ La b

You h a v e  b e e n  feelin g  o verw eigh t for som e tim e. Y ou h a v e  d ecid ed  to  
s ta r t  ea tin g  m ore healthily , and n e e d  more inform ation ab ou t th e  c o n te n t  
o f  th e  fo o d s yo u  e a t .

Click on  an y  m enu la b e l(s)  w h ere  y ou  w ould look for information re la ted  
to  th is scen a r io . T h en  u s e  th e  slider bars to  e s t im a te  th e  re lev a n ce  o f  
e a c h  m enu lab el, to  th e  scen ario , w ith  h igher num bers indicating higher 
r e lev a n ce .

K eclthy Living 

rjQ*3*jiwt?2r; H -d th  
Population  Health  

12 Approach  
D eterm inants o f  

°  H ealth

o H ealth o f  Canadians  

*> Population Groups
E m ergen cies & 
D isasters

D ise a se s  &
r~  n r t r ! : i ' ; r '» n : r

Figure 8. Screen Capture o f Slider Bars for Second-level Menu Labels 

There were no constraints as to time or the number o f menu labels that a participant rate 

as having some degree o f relevance to the scenario. Once a participant finished exploring the 

available menu labels, and rating relevant labels, they advanced to the next scenario. This cycle 

was repeated until the end o f the twelfth scenario. The design o f the interface allowed 

participants to revisit a previously rated scenario to examine or adjust a previous rating.

Closing Questions & Debriefing Screen. The first set o f closing questions (Appendix I) 

is aimed at understanding a participant’s concept o f relevance (i.e. binary versus regions of 

relevance) and the individual thresholds between each region o f  relevance.
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The first question asked if  the participant considered any menu label partially-relevant. 

Those participants that responded with a “No” were considered to have a binary concept of 

relevance (i.e. menu labels were either relevant or not relevant). Those that answered “Yes” 

were considered to view relevance as having three regions —  relevant, partially relevant and not 

relevant.

The second question asked where the participant would judge the threshold or limit to 

each region o f relevance. In those cases where participants viewed relevance as a binary concept 

this would be the point that divided the not relevant region from the relevant region. In those 

cases were relevance was seen as also having a partially relevant region, there were two 

thresholds —  the division between not relevant and partially relevant, and the division between 

partially relevant and relevant. These thresholds were later used as part o f the protocol designed 

for assessing and aggregating data during the analysis phase o f this experiment (see 

Standardizing Relevant and Partially-Relevant Responses in Results and Discussion).

The final set o f questions was aimed at collecting demographic and usage information 

from participants (Appendix J). The questions captured participant’s gender, geographic 

location, age, education, comfort level in reading English, family income, time spent on the web 

and frequency o f searching for health information.

The experiment’s final screen acted as the participant’s debriefing screen (Appendix K). 

This page included an overview of the research and its purpose, a description o f the participant’s 

role in the research, and contact information for the principal researcher, the principal faculty 

advisor, the Chair of the Ethics Committee and the Chair o f the Psychology Department. It also 

served as a page that could be printed out for future reference.
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Results and Discussion

Participants Profile. The total number of participants who completed the online 

experiment was 151. A balanced Latin square was used for counterbalancing the order o f the 10 

scenarios used for data analysis. As there were four experimental conditions, 40 participants 

were required for each replicate. Therefore, only the data from the first 120 participants (three 

replicates) who completed the experiment were used for the analysis.

Geographically, participants were predominately from Canada’s National Capital Region 

(NCR). However, individuals from a number o f other Canadian provinces as well as other 

countries participated in the experiment (participants from NCR=60%, outside NCR but within 

Canada=27%, outside Canada=13%).

There were slightly more male participants than female (male = 54%, female = 46%), 

with the majority falling between the ages of 25 to 54 (82%). As is typical o f those using the 

Internet the majority o f participants were university educated holding either a university diploma 

or degree (diploma = 11%, degree = 58%). The remaining participants held college or high 

school diplomas (college = 19%, post high school = 5%, high school = 6%).

Data Cleaning. There were four categories o f data that were identified as needing to be 

eliminated from the database:

incomplete sessions (i.e. did not complete the scenarios and/or the question 

requesting the identification o f relevance thresholds)

illogical relevance thresholds (e.g. the low threshold number being higher than the 

upper threshold number)

sessions begun by the researcher or individuals associated with the experiment
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suspiciously patterned responses (i.e. all menu options chosen at near maximum 

ratings)

Data cleaning of the first two categories was automated and handled directly by rules 

established in the database. The other two categories of data were removed by the researcher 

upon inspection. Table 3 illustrates the number o f sessions started, completed and datasets 

removed for each of the above categories (see Appendix O for further details).

Table 3

Participant Sessions Removed from  Dataset

Data Category Number of 

Sessions

Percentage of 

Total

Incomplete Sessions 203 50.3%

Illogical Relevance Threshold 15 3.7%

Suspicious Response Pattern 2 0.5%

Test Sessions 32 7.9%

Completed Sessions 152 37.6%

TOTALS 404 100%

There was a total o f 152 completed and valid sessions. There were three Balanced Latin 

Square replicates needed to complete the minimum dataset (3 replicates o f 40 participants). 

Therefore, only 120 of the 152 sessions were used. As participants were randomly assigned, the 

first three completed replicates were used, leaving the remaining valid sessions in the active 

database.
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Variations in Relevance Thresholds. Participants were asked to identify the thresholds 

or limits of each region o f relevance (e.g. the beginning or minimum rating for a menu label to 

be considered relevant) (Appendix I). There were two purposes for the questions relating to 

regions o f relevance and their corresponding thresholds.

The first was to determine if  a participant’s construct of relevance was binary (i.e. 

relevant versus not relevant) or whether the participant saw relevance as a construct with three 

regions (i.e. relevant, partially relevant and not-relevant). Responses to these questions indicate 

that a strong majority o f participants view the construct of relevance as having three different 

regions (construed as three regions = 96.7%, construed as binary = 3.3% ).

The second purpose for the threshold questions was to semantically standardize 

judgments of relevance between participants. For example, if  a participant’s construct of 

relevance was not binary, and that participant identified the upper threshold of the not-relevant 

region as 20, and the lower threshold o f the relevant region as 55, that participant’s regions of 

relevance were assumed to be:

0 <  NOT-RELEVANT <20;

21 <P ARTIALLY-RELEVANT <54;

55 <RELEVANT <100.

Table 4 indicates that while the upper threshold for the not-relevant category centered 

around 25 and the lower threshold for the relevant category centered around 60, there was a great 

deal o f variability in participant’s responses. This supports the earlier assertion that relevance 

ratings require semantic standardization prior to aggregation.
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Table 4

Regions o f  Relevance -  Threshold Frequency Counts & Summary Statistics

Relevance Threshold Value (0-100) Summary Statistics

Region 0-20 20-39 40-59 60-79 80-100 Mean Median Std. Dev

Not-Relevant 

(upper limit)
40 50 27 2 1 25.6 24.5 17.95

Relevant 

(lower limit)
4 16 28 58 14 59.6 61.5 20.08

Note: Actual range for the upper limit o f the not-relevant region was 0 to 84; range for the lower 

limit o f the relevant region was 4 to 100.

Analysis

When analyzing the data for this experiment, there were four prime dependent variables 

o f interest: 1) the number of menu labels judged relevant, 2) the number o f menu labels judged 

partially-relevant, 3) user agreement about strong relevant menu labels and 4) the probability of 

participants selecting the target menu label. These data were available for each of the 10 

scenarios. Therefore they were analysed using a mixed 2 x 2 x 10 factorial design with two 

levels o f task and two levels o f context as between group variables, and 10 levels of scenario as 

the within subjects factor. Due to positive skewing and problems with homogeneity o f variance, 

log transformations were applied. These improved, but did not eliminate problems with 

homogeneity o f variance. The results o f the analyses in terms of significance were identical. 

Consequently the following analyses are based on the original data.
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Mean Number o f  Relevant Menu Labels Per Scenario. The mean number o f menu labels 

judged relevant per scenario, and the corresponding standard errors are shown in Table 5. The 

number o f menu items judged relevant for each scenario varied from 3.38 for scenario 8 to 1.84 

for scenario 3.

Table 5

Mean Number o f  Menu Labels Judged Relevant per Scenario

Scenario # Classify Seek Marginal

Situation

M(SE)

Topic

M(SE)

Situation

M(SE)

Topic

M(SE)
Means (SE)

1 1.47 (.33) 2.53 (.33) 1.47 (.33) 2.17 (.33) 1.91 (.16)

2 3.07 (.54) 2.63 (.54) 2.10 (.54) 1.77 (.54) 2.39 (.27)

3 1.97 (.54) 2.00 (.54) 1.27 (.54) 2.13 (.54) 1.84 (.27)

4 3.13 (.80) 4.57 (.80) 2.13 (.80) 3.50 (.80) 3.33 (.40)

5 1.87 (.42) 2.50 (.42) 1.30 (.42) 2.17 (.42) 1.96 (.21)

6 3.40 (.56) 2.47 (.56) 2.43 (.56) 2.47 (.56) 2.69 (.28)

7 3.00 (.82) 3.87 (.82) 2.10 (.82) 3.20 (.82) 3.04 (.41)

8 3.40 (.79) 4.33 (.79) 2.23 (.79) 3.53 (.79) 3.38 (.40)

9 2.17 (.46) 2.70 (.46) 1.33 (.46) 2.10 (.46) 2.08 (.23)

10 2.93 (.57) 3.07 (.57) 1.43 (.57) 2.47 (.57) 2.47 (.28)

Marginal 

Means (SE)
2.64 (.5) 3.07 (.5) 1.78 (.5) 2.55 (.5) 2.51 (.25)

Note\ n=30 participants per group
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Box’s test o f the equality of the covariance matrices among the groups was statistically 

significant using the .01 level of significance F(165, 29172.4) = 2.776, p  <.01). Examination of 

Levene’s tests of equality of error variances for each scenario shows that scenarios 4, 9 and 10 

were significant at the .01 level.

There were no statistically significant results for the between-group effects. (Task: 

F(l,116) = 1.865,/? >.05, 7]2 = .016, Context: F(l,116) = 1.409,/? > .05, rj2 = .012 and Task x 

Context: F(l,116) = .116,/? > .05, r?2 = .001).

For tests involving effects of scenario, Mauchly’s test of sphericity was statistically 

significant at the .01 level, y^(44) =316.29,/? <.01. Thus, to avoid positive bias, the Huynh-Feldt 

Epsilon correction to the degrees o f freedom was applied (Epsilon = .67).

There was a statistically significant effect of scenario F(6.03, 699.11) = 10.97,/? <.01, 

rj2 = 086.
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Figure 9. Effect of Scenario on Number o f Relevant Ratings
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There was also a statistically significant scenario by context interaction F(6.03, 699.11) = 

2.92 ,p  <.01, T]2 = .025. With regard to the scenario by context interaction, simple main effects 

o f context were computed at each level o f scenario. The only significant difference was for 

scenario 1 in which there were more items judged relevant for topics than for situation.

Scenario x Context Interaction

£ns
I

o n
<u-Q
E3
C(0O 0.50 -

4 5 6 7

S c e n a r i o  N u m b e r

10

□ Situational ■ Topical

Figure 10. Scenario by Context Interaction for Relevant Ratings

Neither the scenario by task interaction nor the three-way interaction were statistically 

significant -  (Scenario x Task: F(6.03, 699.106) = .822, p  >.05, rj2 = .007 and Scenario x Task x 

Context: F(6.03, 699.106) = .383,;? >.05, r?2 = .003).

Mean Number o f  Partially-Relevant Menu Labels Per Scenario. The mean number of 

menu labels judged partially relevant per scenario, and the corresponding standard errors are 

shown in Table 6. The number o f menu items judged partially relevant for each scenario varied 

from 1.74 for Scenario 4 to .55 for scenario 1.
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Table 6

Mean Number o f  Menu Labels Judged Partially Relevant per Scenario

Scenario # Classify Seek Marginal

Situation

M(SE)

Topic

M(SE)

Situation

M(SE)

Topic

M(SE)
Means (SE)

1 .63 (.16) .37 (.16) .73 (.16) .47 (.16) .55 (.08)

2 1.17 (.28) .93 (.28) 1.43 (.28) 1.07 (.28) 1.15 (.14)

3 1.70 (.35) 1.00 (.35) 1.73 (.35) .93 (.35) 1.34 (.17)

4 1.97 (.59) .97 (.59) 2.83 (.59) 1.20 (.59) 1.74 (.30)

5 .73 (.39) 1.07 (.39) 1.60 (.39) 1.03 (.39) 1.11 (.19)

6 1.60 (.29) .60 (.29) 1.13 (.29) .87 (.29) 1.05 (.15)

7 1.40 (.31) 1.23 (.31) 1.27 (.31) 1.00 (.31) 1.23 (.16)

8 1.53 (.34) 1.13 (.34) 1.63 (.34) 1.10 (.34) 1.35 (.17)

9 1.27 (.31) 1.00 (.31) 1.33 (.31) 1.00 (.31) 1.15 (.16)

10 1.37 (.31) .70 (.31) .77 (.31) .67 (.31) .88 (.15)

Marginal 

Means (SE)
1.34 (.22) .90 (.22) 1.45 (.22) .93 (.22) 1.15 (.1)

Note: n=30 participants per group

Box’s test o f the equality o f the covariance matrices among the groups was statistically 

significant using the .01 level of significance (F(165, 29172.4) = 2.847, p  <.01). Examination of 

Levene’s tests o f equality o f error variances for each scenario shows that scenarios 4 and 6 were 

significant at the .01 level.
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There was a main effect o f context F ( l , l 16) = 4.654, £><.05, rj2 = .039 with the mean 

number o f partially relevant menu items greater for the situational context (M=1.392, SE=.156) 

than for the topical context (M=.917, SE=.156). There were no other statistically significant 

results for the between-group effects. (Task: F ( l , l  16) = .106,p  >.05, rj2 = .001; Task x Context 

Interaction: F(l,116) = .030, p  > .05, rj2 = .000).

For tests involving effects o f scenario, Mauchly’s test o f sphericity was statistically 

significant at the .01 level, ^(44) =326.69, p<.01. Thus, to avoid positive bias, the Huynh-Feldt 

Epsilon correction to the degrees o f freedom was applied (Epsilon = .53).

There was a statistically significant effect o f scenario (F(4.81, 557.45) = 4.85, p  <.01, rj2 

=.040. There were no statistically significant interactions with Scenario (Scenario x Task: 

F(4.81, 557.45) = .856,£>>.05, rj2 =.007; Scenario x Context: F(4.81, 557.45) = 1.54,£> >.05, rj2 

=.013; Scenario x Taskx Context: F(4.81, 557.45) = .714, p  >.05, r]2 =.006).
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Figure 11. Effects o f Scenario on Partially Relevant Ratings
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Proportion o f  Agreement About Relevant Menu Labels. The previous hypotheses referred 

to the number o f labels judged either relevant or partially relevant within each scenario. This 

hypothesis refers to the proportion of participants who judged the same menu label as being the 

most relevant (i.e. the highest rated above the relevant threshold).

The proportions o f agreement among participants, regarding which menu label is the 

most relevant menu is shown in Table 7. The mean proportion of agreement for each scenario 

varied from .82 for scenario 1 to .28 for scenario 3. To examine whether differences among the 

groups could be found, a 2x2 univariate analysis of variance was conducted with Task and 

Context as the factors and the 10 scenarios as the “subjects”. Homogeneity o f variance was 

tested using Levene’s Test o f Equality and a violation of this assumption was not found using 

the .01 level o f significance (F(3,36) = .318 ,p >  .01).

There were no statistically significant results for the between-groups effects (Task: 

F(l,36) = .693,p  >.05, rj2 = .019; Context: ^(1,36) = .028, p  > .05, rj2 = .001; Task x Context: 

F (l,36) = .001,p  > .05, r\2 = .000).
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Table 7

Proportion o f  Participant Agreement About the Most Relevant Label per Scenario

Scenario # Classify Seek Marginal

Situation Topic Situation Topic Means

1 .80 .83 .77 .87 .82

2 .60 .43 .40 .43 .47

3 .43 .20 .27 .23 .28

4 .53 .67 .50 .43 .53

5 .70 .53 .43 .63 .58

6 .57 .40 .60 .53 .53

7 .43 .53 .40 .47 .46

8 .67 .63 .47 .70 .62

9 .53 .57 .57 .57 .56

10 .70 .73 .73 .70 .72

Marginal

Means
.60 .55 .51 .57 .56

Note: n=30 participants per group
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Probability o f  Choosing the Target Menu Label. This hypothesis refers to the 

probability of the user choosing the target menu label, given all other relevant and partially 

relevant labels.

The metric used to estimate the probability of choosing the target menu label was 

adapted by Leth-Steensen (2003) based on work reported by Nosofsky (1984) which in turn is 

based on Luce’s (1963) choice theory. It is a ratio of the user’s judgment o f the target menu’s 

relevance to the relevance of all other menu labels. Therefore, to achieve a perfect probability 

(1.00) o f choosing the target menu label, a participant must judge the target label to be 100% 

relevant AND all other menu labels must be judged as having 0% relevance. For a complete 

description of how probabilities were computed, see Appendix M.

The probabilities o f a user choosing the target label for each scenario, and their 

corresponding standard errors are shown in Table 8. The mean probabilities of a user choosing 

the target label varied from .59 for scenario 1 to effectively .00 for scenarios 2 and 8.
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Table 8

Mean Probabilities o f  Selecting the Target Menu Label fo r  Each Scenario

Scenario # Classify Seek Marginal

Situation

(SE)

Topic

(SE)

Situation

(SE)

Topic

(SE)
Means (SE)

1 .64 (.06) .47 (.06) .64 (.06) .60 (.06) .59 (.03)

2 .01 (.03) .09 (.03) .08 (.03) .04 (.03) .06 (.01)

3 .29 (.07) .31 (.07) .26 (.07) .26 (.07) .28 (.03)

4 .24 (.06) .38 (.06) .32 (.06) .28 (.06) .31 (.03)

5 .45 (.06) .33 (.06) .36 (.06) .39 (.06) .38 (.03)

6 .22 (.04) .17 (.04) .26 (.04) .15 (.04) .20 (.02)

7 .18 (.06) .25 (.06) .26 (.06) .24 (.06) .23 (.03)

8 .10 (.02) .06 (.02) .03 (.02) .04 (.02) .06 (.01)

9 .28 (.06) .27 (.06) .35 (.06) .37 (.06) .32 (.03)

10 .34 (.07) .37 (.07) .52 (.07) .45 (.07) .42 (.03)

Marginal 

Means (SE)
.28 (.03) .27 (.03) .31 (.03) .28 (.03) .28 (.01)

Note: n=30 participants per group

Box’s test of the equality o f the covariance matrices among the groups was statistically 

significant using the .01 level of significance (A(165, 29172.4) = 1.468,/) c.Ol). Examination of 

Levene’s tests o f equality o f error variances for each scenario shows that scenario 2 was 

significant at the .01 level.
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There were no statistically significant results for the between-group effects (Task: 

F(l,116) = .677, p  >.05, rj2 = .006; Context: F(l,116) = .361 ,p  > .05, rj2 = .003; Task x Context: 

F( 1,166) = .169, p  > .05, rj2 = .001).

For tests involving effects o f scenario, Mauchly’s test o f sphericity was statistically 

significant at the .01 level, xj2(44) = 189.270,p  <.01. Thus, to avoid positive bias, the Huynh- 

Feldt Epsilon correction to the degrees o f freedom was applied (Epsilon = .86).

There was a statistically significant effect o f scenario F(7.760, 900.182) = 40.580,/) <.01, 

r\2 = 259.

Effects of Scenario 

(Probability of Choosing Target Label)

0O)

O

• QO

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Scenario Number

10

Figure 12. Effect o f Scenario on the Probability o f Choosing the Target Menu Label

There was also a statistically significant scenario by context interaction F(6.03, 699.11) =

2  * * •2.92, p  <.01, r] = .025. With regard to the scenario by context interaction, simple main effects

of context were computed at each level of scenario. The only significant difference was for 

scenario 6 in which the probability of choosing the target menu label was higher in the 

situational context than in the topical context.
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Scenario x Context Interaction (Probability of 
Selecting Target Label)
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Figure 13. Scenario x Context Interaction -  Probability o f Selecting Target Label

There were no other statistically significant interactions (Scenario x Task: F(7.760, 

900.182) = 1.287, jo>.05, i f  = 011; Scenario x Context: F(7.760, 900.182) = .941, p  >.05, rj2 

=.008; Scenario x Taskx Context: F(7.760, 900.182) = 1.117,/? >.05, rj2 =.010).

Participants Identify Mixed and Competing Choices. In this experiment, each time a 

participant was presented with a scenario, the information architecture offered a total o f 71 

second-level menu labels (i.e. 71 choices from which to choose the potential target menu label). 

Among those menu label choices, some participants identified multiple relevant labels (multiple 

choices), some participants only identified one label as relevant (a clear choice), and still others 

did not identify any potential choice as being relevant. These patterns o f choices tended to be a 

response style specific to individual participants and relatively consistent across scenarios and 

groups. Table 9 illustrates that across scenarios, the largest proportion of participants (48.7%) 

viewed the information architecture as having multiple choices for any given scenario.
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Table 9

Distribution o f  Participants with Weak, Clear and Multiple Option Response Styles

No Choices Identified One Choice Identified Multiple Choices Identified

(weak option) (clear option) (multiple options)

Mean 19.3% 32.1% 48.7%

Std. Deviation 8.0 8.5 9.1

Note: n=120 (Across groups)

Comparing the Target Menu to Alternate Menu Label Choices. Two final analyses were 

completed on this dataset: 1) a comparison of the proportion of agreement about the relevance of 

the target menu label and the proportion of agreement about the relevance o f the alternate menu 

label (the most relevant label other than the target label); and 2) a comparison of the probability 

o f choosing the target and the probability o f choosing the alternate menu label.

The comparison o f the proportions of agreement o f the target menu label to the 

proportions o f agreement to the alternate menu label is shown in Figure 14. Scenarios 2 and 8 

show that there was a substantially higher proportion of agreement among users for an alternate 

menu label over the target menu. In addition, scenarios 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 9 all show relatively 

strong proportion of agreement for an alternate menu label as well as the target menu.
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User Agreement of Relevance by Scenario 
(Target v Alternate Labels)
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Figure 14. User Agreement of Relevance for Target Label v Alternate Labels

Earlier, the probabilities of choosing each scenarios’ target menu label were identified. 

The metrics and methodology used in this experiment allows for the exploration o f the effects of 

adding an alternate menu label as an additional access point to the target information. One 

important question remains unanswered” ‘‘‘'Would there be an increase in the probability o f  

accessing target information i f  both the target and the alternate labels were designed as points 

o f access?'”

As shown in Figure 15, the probability o f selecting a menu label providing access to 

target information would have increased in all 10 scenarios with the addition of an alternate 

label. The most substantial increases would have been in scenarios 2 and 8.
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Comparing Probabilities 
(Target versus Target AND Alternate)
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Figure 15. Comparing Probabilities - Target versus Target and Alternate

Furthermore, as shown in Table 10, the results suggest that there would have been an 

average increase o f .20 if  both the user’s target and alternate labels had been used to provide 

access to the target information.
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Table 10

Comparing the Effects on Mean Probabilities o f  Adding an Alternate Label Choice

Scenario # Target Label Target or Alternate Probability Increase

1 .54 .71 .12

2 .06 .35 .29

3 .28 .44 .16

4 .31 .44 .13

5 .38 .61 .22

6 .20 .42 .22

7 .23 .40 .17

8 .06 .33 .27

9 .32 .56 .24

10 .42 .62 .19

Means .29 .49 .20

Note: n=120
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Discussion

The Effects o f  Task and Context on Information Scent. One of the objectives o f this 

research was to explore the effects that a user’s task orientation and context of evaluation have 

on their judgments o f a menu label’s information scent. O f particular interest was the effects that 

these variables may have had on the number of strongly scented menu labels (relevant), and 

moderately scented labels (partially relevant).

The results show that the number of strongly and moderately scented menu labels is 

dependent on the scenario. However, there was no evidence to support the hypothesis that a 

greater number o f strongly scented menu labels would be identified by classifiers in a topical 

context, than would be identified by seekers in a situational context. Similarly, there was no 

evidence to support the hypothesis that a greater number o f moderately scented menu labels 

would be identified by seekers o f topical content than would be classifiers o f situational content.

However, there is evidence to show that regardless o f task orientation, users who evaluate 

menu labels from a situational context identify a greater number of moderately scented (partially 

relevant) menu labels than those who evaluate the same menu labels from a topical context. It is 

assumed that judgments of partial relevance are indicators of uncertainty. Therefore, while the 

magnitude of the effect o f context was weak (accounting for 3.9% of the variance) it provides 

some evidence that label evaluations made from situational contexts may increase the amount of 

uncertainty or indecisiveness surrounding a user’s information foraging activity.

An increase in uncertainty and the number of potential scent trails is likely to increase the 

costs associated with finding information. These costs can result from an increase in the 

cognitive resources required to process the information and make a decision, the time costs 

required to navigate through additional options, and the costs associated with making incorrect
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choices. A potential increase in foraging costs may cause users to leave the site prematurely and 

thereby reducing the IA’s overall usefulness -  regardless of the value o f the information it 

contains.

While these points are speculative and require further research, it continues to highlight 

the need for methodologies which can map an IA’s information scent trails.

Diagnosing Scent Trails and Informing Design Heuristics. The two metrics used in this 

experiment (proportion o f agreement and probability of choosing a target menu) both serve as 

diagnostic tools for the usability practitioner and inform design heuristics. While neither method 

lead to the predicted results with respect to task and context, their utility for improving menu 

design is clear.

The hypothesis that there would be a higher proportion of agreement among seekers 

given a situational scenario than there would be among classifiers, given a topical scenario was 

not supported. There were no significant effects of task and context on the proportion of 

agreement and no significant dependency between task and context for any of the scenarios.

Generally, among the 71 second-level menu labels presented in each scenario, there were 

two to three labels reflecting the most agreement (averaging 38% to 56% per label), followed by 

two to five additional labels reflecting moderate agreement (averaging 10% to 23% per label). 

This provides some evidence that as a group users tended to identify and follow the same scent 

trails. Even in cases where the wrong scent trails were being followed (see scenarios 2 and 8 in 

Figure 14) agreement among users remained high (47% and 62% respectively). Therefore, a 

designer can improve the user’s likelihood o f finding target information by testing user’s label
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choices, and confirming that the scent trails that they are following do in fact lead to target 

information.

The hypothesis that there would be a higher probability of choosing a target menu label 

among seekers given a situational scenario than there would be among classifiers, given a topical 

scenario was also not supported. There were no significant effects of task and context on the 

probability o f choosing a target menu label. However, the probability o f selecting a target menu 

label was dependent on the scenario being presented.

The probability o f selecting a target menu label is different from agreement in that 

agreement is analogous to a simple vote -  the number o f users who judged that menu label as 

being their top choice. In contrast, the probability of choosing a target label uses a formula that 

takes into account all the user’s relevance judgments about all 71 menu labels. Therefore, as 

information scent increases and is distributed among the other menu labels, the probability of 

choosing the target menu label decreases. These concepts (target and agreement) go hand-in- 

hand in diagnosing scent trails and informing design heuristics.

If we review the probabilities of choosing the target menu labels for scenarios 2 and 8 

we see that they were close to zero (Table 8), yet both target labels obtained moderate levels of 

agreement about their relevance (.14 and .24 respectively - Figure 14). These low probabilities 

can be accounted for by the fact that in general users selected additional menu labels as being 

relevant. In both scenarios users’ top choices were not the target menu labels but alternate 

labels. The proportions o f agreement for these alternate labels rose to .47 and .62 respectively 

(Table 7).

This capacity o f being able to identify the existence o f an alternate menu label with high 

information scent is important in being able to diagnose an IA ’s usefulness. It allows designers’
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decisions to be informed by empirical evidence o f user behaviour. In particular, it affords 

designers the opportunity to structure multiple access points within the IA that all lead to the 

target information. Previously, the challenge was in finding a methodology which could assist 

usability practitioners in determining which menu labels should be selected as access points.

Using scenarios 2 and 8 as an example, we can now compute the increase in probability 

o f adding the alternate menu labels as additional access points to target information. Adding the 

alternate label choices in scenarios 2 and 8, increased the probability o f choosing one o f these 

labels (target or alternate) to .35 and .33 respectively (Table 10). This represents an average 

increase o f 30% in the likelihood that the user will be provided access to the target information. 

As shown in Table 10, the average increase in adding alternate labels across scenarios was .21.

This metric has the added benefit of providing the designer with an index against which 

to compare iterative IA designs and evaluate the effects of new designs on information scent.

A question that could not be answered from this research and is fertile ground for future 

research is “What variables are producing the observed fluctuations in agreement between menu 

labels?”. Is it the strength of the scent o f competing or confusing labels? Is it the user’s 

experience or knowledge about the subject matter? Is it the semantic similarities or differences 

between a scenario and the IA’s menu labels? Recent work in Cognitive Walkthroughs for the 

Web (Blackmon, Poison, Kitajima, & Lewis, 2002) suggest that semantic differences may play a 

key role. Specifically, their research uses Latent Semantic Analysis (see the Methods section) to 

objectively estimate the degree o f similarity between goal statements and menu labels.

The Effect o f  Scenarios. In analyzing the data for each hypothesis, one thing remained 

constant -  there was always a significant within-subject effect of scenario. If these results
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consistently depend on scenario, then it is important for designers to understand the prototypical 

information needs of their users. A recommendation resulting from this analysis, is therefore 

made that as part o f assessing the usefulness o f an IA, designers complete a User Information 

Needs Assessment (UINA). The focus of this assessment would be to identify the most 

prototypical scenarios surrounding the conditions in which users seek information from a 

specific web site in order to generate a representative profile o f likely target information needs. 

From this profile, scenarios can then be created to asses and map the IAs information scent trails 

using the proportion of agreement and probability of selection metrics.

Relevance -  The Construct, Threshold & Methodological Weaknesses. In this 

experiment little evidence was found to support the hypotheses regarding task and context. Does 

this lead to the conclusion that the concepts o f task and context were not useful or that the 

methodology o f the experiment could be improved? One potential weakness o f the study may 

have been the method of measuring relevance.

The experimental protocol and methodology for data analysis were attempting to meet 

two conflicting needs. The first was the need for continuous data to compute probabilities of 

selecting target menu labels. The second was the need to have categorical data to semantically 

standardize responses.

Magnitude estimation was chosen as a method for estimating relevance judgments 

because it had been found to be more robust and did not suffer from contextual effects 

(Eisenberg, 1988). The short-coming o f magnitude estimates is that they do not inherently 

standardize the semantic value that participants place on a given score. For example, one user’s 

score o f 75 may mean relevant to one user and only partially relevant to another. For this reason
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the methodological and computational overhead o f standardizing these continuous scores into 

categorical data was incurred.

A potential weakness of the methodology was the final question which asked participants 

to identify their relevance thresholds. Anecdotal reports from a small group o f participants 

following the experiment indicated that some participants found the question of thresholds 

confusing, i.e. they did not understand the intent o f the question. This anecdotal evidence is also 

supported by the fact that data from 3.7% (Table 3) of the online sessions were eliminated due to 

illogical threshold designations, e.g. the lower threshold had a higher value than the upper 

threshold. In an effort to determine if  this may have changed the texture o f the data and its final 

results, the data was re-analysed using the raw scores, and the mean and median threshold levels. 

The results from this second analysis were consistent with the standardized categorical data.

As described in the Results section, 96.7% of users identified relevance as having three 

regions. The remaining 3.3% construed relevance as a binary construct. This finding supports 

the literature (Eisenberg, 1988; Greisdorf, 2000) which suggests that relevance is not a binary 

construct. The fact that a small proportion of participants reported viewing relevance as a binary 

construct was not a problem during data analysis. The process o f semantically standardizing 

responses into one o f three categories accounted for these different perspectives (see Methods 

section).

The variability regarding users thresholds between regions o f relevance was noteworthy. 

As Table 4 indicates the lower threshold (between not relevant and partially relevant) centered 

around 25 with a standard deviation of 17.95. Similarly, the upper threshold (between partially 

relevant and relevant) centered around 60 with a standard deviation o f 20.08. These findings 

suggest that the original concern about semantically standardizing judgments o f relevance was
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well founded. However, the method of standardizing these judgments may not have been the 

most appropriate.

In retrospect, a potentially more appropriate and less confusing approach may have been 

a double report process, whereby the user was first asked to make a categorical judgment, and 

then asked to attribute a value to that judgment. For example, the interface would present the 

participant with three radio buttons (not relevant, partially relevant, relevant). The participant 

would then be asked to select one o f the three categories. Once a category had been selected, a 

slider bar would be presented and the participant would be asked to assign a value to that 

judgment (between 0 and 100).

This approach would not only provide both semantically standardized categorical data, 

but the required continuous data needed to calculate probabilities of selecting target labels. In 

addition, it would provide a method of tracking changes to the participants relative scale over the 

course o f the experiment. For example, in the current research there was an implied assumption 

that participant’s scores were stable across all trials, i.e. that an assigned value o f 75 in scenario 1 

carried the same semantic value as a score of 75 in scenario 12. If participants refined their 

judgments or shifted their internal scales during the experiment, the current methodology did not 

account for this. A double report approach would not only account for this but allow shifts in 

internal scales to be monitored.

A final benefit of the double report approach would be the additional costs o f time and 

cognitive resources as well as potential test fatigue. This is seen as a benefit as it would more 

likely approximate the costs to real world searching and perhaps minimize the likelihood of 

participants selecting 10 to 20 “relevant” menu labels, as was done by a few o f the participants.
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Another weakness o f the methodology may have been the freedom or lack o f constraints 

on how users were asked to respond. Users were not asked to limit their responses to say the top 

two or three menu items, or the first label noticed. Users were completely free to rate as many or 

as few labels as they wished. This was a planned feature of the experimental protocol. Its 

purpose was to try and replicate lack o f real-world constraints or direction when a user interacts 

with a web site -  they can browse as many or as few menu labels as they choose. However, the 

results suggest that by constraining users responses and providing more direction (e.g. rate the 

menu labels in the order that you would choose them up to a maximum of three), I may have 

reduced the error variance for analysis. The error variance seems to have been generated by 

differences in users’ response styles.

As indicated in Table 9, users tended to adopt one o f three response styles -  weak choice, 

clear choice and multiple choice. A user adopting a weak choice response style (19.3% of users) 

was characterized by a participant who for every scenario tended to rate menu labels as partially 

relevant, seldom identifying a label as being relevant. Similarly, a user adopting a clear choice 

response style (32.1% of users) was characterized by users who typically identified one single 

menu label as being relevant. There may have been additional labels considered partially 

relevant, but only one relevant label. Finally, the users adopting a multiple choice response style 

(48.7% of users) generally found more than one relevant label per scenario. A small number of 

multiple choice responders would typically identify 10 to 25 relevant menu labels per scenario. It 

is these extremes in response style that is the suspected source o f the error variance.

With respect to the generalizability of the results, the measurement and mapping of 

information scent is specific to a single information architecture and a set o f scenarios, and 

therefore can not be generalized to all web sites. Therefore, the results o f this experiment are
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specific to this IA and the scenarios selected for testing. However, the scenarios were carefully 

selected to be representative and the use of a single information architecture is sensible for 

developing new procedures. In fact, some methodological modifications of the experiment using 

the current architecture would be recommended to see if  the independent variables have an 

impact before generalizing the results to other domains.

What has been shown by this research is that by systematically diagnosing the most 

agreed upon information scents within an information architecture and then providing multiple 

scent trails to specific target information results in a large increase in the probability of finding 

information.

Contributions. Perhaps the real contribution o f this research is a practical one —  the 

framework for a methodology to evaluate the usefulness of an information architecture and map 

its information scent trails.

There may also be one final contribution. This was my first and only experience with 

conducting an experiment online. The choice o f the Internet as a medium for conducting this 

research was an obvious one given that the effects I was exploring was part o f the Internet’s 

ecology. Therefore, the final contribution o f this research is to share what went right and what 

went wrong

I had envisioned and ultimately realized several benefits to conducting research online. 

There was fast and efficient data capture, ready for uploading into the statistical or spreadsheet 

packages of my choosing (well almost). There were no geographic boundaries, and perhaps 

more importantly no time of day or time zone constraints. There was no administrative burden 

o f scheduling participants nor the frustrations of having those same participants not show up.
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The time savings from that aspect alone proved to be immense, and the “chain letter” method of 

recruiting via e-mail proved to be particularly successful. It was relatively easy to prototype 

experimental interfaces, test and iterate designs. And finally, I had complete and unvaried 

control over my manipulations while still remaining blind to the participants.

In its simplest form, the methodological process for this experiment was to recruit 

participants from a distance and encourage them to go to the web site. Once on the web site, they 

would be qualified (demographically) and then their access would be controlled (in order to pay 

them and prevent them from contaminating the dataset).

The first lesson learned revolved around paying participants. In order to pay participants, 

you would have had to have a way of identifying them. This means capturing personal 

information which introduces several issues around rights to privacy and ethics. Paying them 

also means administrative and technical overhead in making sure that they are only paid once, 

that the right person was paid and that there were no opportunities for abuse (i.e. somebody 

deciding to go through the experiment several times to earn multiples o f $10.00 and thereby 

contaminating the data in the process). It became apparent that the problems all seemed to 

revolve around money. If we took money out of the equation, we would take away the 

motivation for abuse and the need for administrative and technical controls. So the decision was 

taken to not pay participants. The assumption was that, since participants were not being paid, no 

one would invest the time to go through the entire experiment unless they were genuinely 

interested in completing it in good faith.

The next lesson learned related to the live monitoring o f participant responses. An 

administrative screen was built which allowed me to monitor a participants progress as they were 

navigating the experimental web site. On the first day I noticed several participants stopping
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with no further progress. Assuming that they had quit because o f lack of interest I deleted their 

database records to make room for the next randomly assigned participant, and later discovered 

through discussions with participants that some had in fact returned to the site to complete the 

experiment. Therefore, while the experiment may have only taken 30 to 60 minutes to complete, 

in real time for some participants this took as long as 7.5 hours. Therefore, as part o f the 

experiments protocol, a system for allowing interruptions was needed. In the case o f this 

experiment, participant’s records were allowed to be inactive for 24 hours before the record was 

moved to an area o f the database we referred to as “the parking lot” —  an area of the database 

that was only accessible to myself and the database developer.

This experience o f interrupted sessions lead to another lesson. If a user left their browser 

window open, returning later to complete the experiment, and I had in fact deleted their record. 

Their responses were being captured into an new database record with the first half of the 

scenarios showing missing values. These records were later identified and eliminated. During 

the data cleaning process.

A final shortcoming of online experimentation is the inability to observe and interact with 

the participants completing the experiment. Therefore, some potentially rich qualitative 

information may be lost.

A positive lesson was the original decision to use a database structure for capturing user 

behaviours. This allowed me to quickly respond to control issues during development and 

during the experiment (e.g. building the “parking lot”). In addition, when it came time to analyse 

the data, strategically querying the database for particular types of information was very useful.
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The Usability Practitioner as a Clinician. Hassenzahl (1999) uses a metaphor comparing 

usability practitioners to clinicians. In the paper he describes how the usability practitioner, like 

the clinician is cast in a role o f diagnosing problems and planning solutions. He makes the point 

that an improved diagnosis results in better solutions, and therefore as usability practitioners we 

need to develop methodologies and instruments that generate data which have diagnostic value 

(in terms of information).

The introduction o f this thesis contained research objectives, two o f which were to:

a) introduce and evaluate a methodology for mapping an LA’s information scent;

b) introduce an approach to evaluating an information architecture’s usefulness.

In mapping an information architecture’s scent using the methodology outlined in this research a 

usability practitioner can generate data which has diagnostic value. Specifically, the usability 

practitioner will be able to identify scent trails that lead both towards and away from target 

information. The metric used in this research for evaluating the probability of users selecting a 

target menu label adds to a usability practitioners diagnostic capability. Together the 

introduction o f this methodology and its associated metric achieve those final research 

objectives.

What remains is to extend this research and test the reliability and validity o f these 

capabilities through further research.
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Appendixes

Appendix A — Experimental Information Architecture — Menu Labels

Italicized headings reflect level-one categories. Below each are the respective level-two 

categories.

Healthy Living 

Alcohol

Healthy Children & Adolescents

Healthy Eating

Healthy Pregnancy & Babies

Safe Environments & Injury Preventions

Sexual and Reproductive Health

Substance Use & Abuse

Tobacco

Travel Health

Violence & Abuse

Population Health

Population Health Approach 

Determinants of Health 

Health of Canadians 

Population Groups
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Emergencies & Disasters 

Bio & Lab Safety

Chemical, Biological, Radiological, Nuclear & Explosive (CBRNE) 
Events

Electronic Information Sharing & IT Security 

Emergency Planning, Training & Exercises 

Global Health Security Initiatives 

Medical Intelligence & Counter-Terrorism 

Natural Disasters

Diseases & Conditions 

Arthritis 

Asthma 

Cancer 

Depression 

Diabetes 

Heart & Stroke 

Hepatitis 

HIV & AIDS

Sexually Transmitted Diseases (STDs)
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Food & Nutrition

Food Inspection 

Food Safety

Genetically Modified Foods & Other Novel Foods 

Nutrition

Environmental & Workplace Health 

Air Quality

Climate Change & Health 

Environmental Contaminants 

Noise

Occupational Health & Safety 

Pest Control & Management 

Radiation 

Soil Quality 

Water Quality
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Consumer Products

Children’s Products 

Household Products 

Personal Products 

Recreational and Sports Products

Health Care System

Canada's Health Care System (Medicare) 

eHealth

Health Human Resources 

Home and Community Care 

Hospital Care 

Long Term Care 

Palliative / End-of-Life Care 

Pharmaceuticals 

Primary Health Care
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Science & Research

About Science and Research 

Investing in Science & Research 

Speaking o f Science

Drugs & Health Products

Adverse Reaction Information 

Biologies & Genetic Therapies 

Biotechnology

Complementary & Alternative Medicine

Compliance & Enforcement

Cosmetic Products

Drug Products

Drug Resistance

Immunization & Vaccines

Medical Devices

Natural Health Products

Veterinary Drugs
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Appendix B — Balanced Latin Square

A row represents the order of scenario presentation for a single participant. For example, 

the participant receiving the second row order was presented first with scenario two, then three, 

then 1, then 4, etc.

Given that there are 30 participants for each experimental condition, and 10 scenarios, the 

order o f scenario presentation was repeated three times for each experimental condition

Participant Scenario Presentation Sequence
1 1 2 10 3 9 4 8 5 7 6
2 2 3 1 4 10 5 9 6 8 7
3 3 4 2 5 1 6 10 7 9 8
4 4 5 3 6 2 7 1 8 10 9
5 5 6 4 7 3 8 2 9 1 10
6 6 7 5 8 4 9 3 10 2 1
7 7 8 6 9 5 10 4 1 3 2
8 8 9 7 10 6 1 5 2 4 3
9 9 10 8 1 7 2 6 3 5 4
10 10 1 9 2 8 3 7 4 6 5
11 1 2 10 3 9 4 8 5 7 6
12 2 3 1 4 10 5 9 6 8 7

13 3 4 2 5 1 6 10 7 9 8
14 4 5 3 6 2 7 1 8 10 9
15 5 6 4 7 3 8 2 9 1 10
16 6 7 5 8 4 9 3 10 2 1
17 7 8 6 9 5 10 4 1 3 2

18 8 9 7 10 6 1 5 2 4 3

19 9 10 8 1 7 2 6 3 5 4

20 10 1 9 2 8 3 7 4 6 5
21 1 2 10 3 9 4 8 5 7 6
22 2 3 1 4 10 5 9 6 8 7
23 3 4 2 5 1 6 10 7 9 8
24 4 5 3 6 2 7 1 8 10 9
25 5 6 4 7 3 8 2 9 1 10
26 6 7 5 8 4 9 3 10 2 1
27 7 8 6 9 5 10 4 1 3 2
28 8 9 7 10 6 1 5 2 4 3
29 9 10 8 1 7 2 6 3 5 4

30 10 1 9 2 8 3 7 4 6 5

Note: N=30 and Scenarios = 10
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Appendix C -  Participant Profile 

Table 11

Proportion o f  Age Groups having University Education

University Education 

(% of each Age Group)

20-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64

Canada 13.4% 27.6% 21.9% 22.1% 20.3%

National Capital Region 18.1% 40.5% 33.8% 33.6% 31.8%

Sample Participants 42.9% 72.22% 56.7% 50.0% 40.0%

Note. Percentages were calculated using Statistics Canada’s 2001 Census data.

Table 12

Distributions o f  Population and Internet Users within the NCR

Age Group

20-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64

Expected number of 

Participants (N=120)

19 32 37 26 6

Actual number of 

Participants (N=T13)

7 36 30 30 10

Note. Actual number o f participants (N =l 13) does not include 4 participants who chose 

not to provide their age group, and 3 participants whose age was in the 65-74 category.
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Appendix D — Researcher’s E-mail Recruiting Script

Hello:
I’m writing because I’m doing research for a Masters thesis at Carleton University. The web site 
to run the experiment is now developed. So now I’m asking everyone I know for two favours....

1) Would you consider being a participant? It will take about 30 minutes, but the good news is all 
you have to do is access the Internet from wherever you like, at whatever time of the day you 
like. The web address is www.menutest.com and the site explains and guides you along 
everything you have to do. Essentially, you are going to be asked to read 12 scenarios (3 to 6 
lines each) and judge the relevance of the menu labels to each of the scenarios. It is totally 
anonymous and voluntary. If you are going to do this I would need you to complete it within the 
next couple of days.

Requirements: Can only be done with Internet Explorer v. 5.0 or higher

2) The second favour I need to ask, is if you could spread the word to anyone (friends, family, 
business or school associates) who might be willing to take half an hour to complete this 
experiment for me. I need 120 participants to complete this by the middle of next week. Any 
recruiting help you could give me would help greatly.

IMPORTANT: If anyone you recruit is not a Canadian resident, they will need a Canadian postal 
code at the end of the experiment. Please ask them to use J9H 2E3

Thanks a bunch.

Mark Game

PS If you or anyone you recruit has any comments afterwards, I’d love to hear them, just send 
them to me at markgame@menutest.
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Appendix E  -  Topic Validation Survey Showing Unclear Items

TOPIC VALIDATION SURVEY

This survey is trying to better understand the types of Health Information needs people are likely 
to have in the FUTURE, and those they have had in the PAST. We would also like to know if any of the 
Health information topics listed below are UNCLEAR or not well understood.

The health information need could be for you, a friend or family member, or perhaps part of a 
professional or educational project.

For each topic listed below, please indicate
1. How likely you are to need information in the FUTURE
2. If you have ever needed information on this topic in the PAST
3. If this topic is NOT CLEAR

FUTURE NEED
(1= Highly Unlikely 6= Highly Likely)

Arthritis

Personal Health Practices
 1------2----- 3----- 4-

Clinical Radiation 
 1 ; -4-

5. Fetal Alcohol Syndrome
1 2 3 4 5 6

-4-

&  Solvents

-4-
10. Adverse Drug Reaction Reporting Centers

1 2 3 4 5 6
11. Gardening Tools & Products

1 2 3 4 5 6
12. Toys

1 2 3 4 5 6
43t— Radiological-&-N udear Events

----------------------1------2----- Q - 4 - — §—-6 — — Pasf-^U------------ — (Not Clear
14. Home and Community Caregivers

Past -»□1 2 3 4 5 6 (Not Clear -> □ )
15. Asthma

1 2 3 4 5 6 Past ->□ (Not Clear -> □ )
16. Quitting Smoking

Past -»□1 2 3 4 5 6 (Not Clear □
17. Poisoning

Past -»□1 2 3 4 5 6 (Not Clear 4  □ )

PAST NEED
(check for YES)

Past 4  □  

-Past-4-Q-

-Pas#-»Q-

Past -» □  

-Past-4Q -

-Past-4Q -

-Past-4Q -

-Pas

Past

Past -*□ 

Past -»□

NOT CLEAR
(check if unclear)

(Not Clear -> □ ) 

(Not Clear-4 -B -)

(Not Clear

(NotGlear-- > S j  

(Not Clear □ ) 

(Not Clear ->-S~)

(Not Clear ->-&-) 

■■(Not-Glear-4-B-)

(Not Clear 4 S -

(Not Clear -> □ ) 

(Not Clear -> □ ) 

(Not Clear 4  □ )
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FUTURE NEED PAST NEED NOT CLEAR
(1 = H igh ly  U n like ly  6=  H igh ly L ike ly) (check  fo r Y E S ) (check  if unc lear)

----------------------------------1-------2-------3-------A-------§-------6—
19. Reproductive Problems

1 2 3 4 5 6
20. Impaired Driving

1 2 3 4 5 6
21. Infant Care

1 2 3 4 5 6

4 O Q A c . e

— Pasf->B--------------

Past ->□

Past -»□

Past -»□

-----(Not-Glear-->S4

(Not Clear -» □ ) 

(Not Clear □ ) 

(Not Clear -> □ )

23. Breast Cancer
1 2 3 4 5 6

24.— Health & Literacy
1 O Q A c a

Past -»□

xl I

(A/of C/ear □  )

/aw n \

25.— Injury Prevention & Control
A O O A c e xl I /aw m \

26. Policy for Food Safety Assessment
1 2 3 4 5 6

27. Travel Health
1 2 3 4 5 6 

28 Physician Social Accountability ^

Past -»□ 

Past ->□ 

□ I

(Not Clear -> □ ) 

(A/of Clear ->  □ )

i h i ^ t  n \

29. Childhood Health & Safety
1 2 3 4 5 6

4 O Q A E C

Past -»□ 

I

(Not Clear -> □ )

/aw -x. i—i \

31. Playground Equipment
1 2 3 4 5 6

32. Household Cleaners
1 2 3 4 5 6

33. Laser Pointer Radiation
1 2 3 4 5 6

4 o i  /I c c

Past -»□ 

Past ->□ 

Past ->□ 

I

(A/of Clear □ ) 

(A/of Clear -> □ ) 

(A/of Clear □ )

i O O /I c «

36. Cervical Cancer
1 2 3 4 5 6

37. Emotional Abuse
1 2 3 4 5 6

A O Q /I C R

Past ->□ 

Past -»□

(A/of C/ear 0  □  ) 

(A/of Clear □ ) 

/aw n \

39. Blood & Plasma Donations
1 2 3 4 5 6

40.— Acrylamide-& Food
4 n  ' i  a  c e

Past -»□ 

_̂ J I

(A/of C /e a r  □  )

44.— Disease Tracking Systems
H O Q A C C _ l̂ I

42. Bone Marrow Transplantation
1 2 3 4 5 6

43. Childhood Cancers
1 2 3 4 5 6

Past ->n 

Past

(A/of C/ear -> □  ) 

(A/of Clear □ )
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FUTURE NEED
(1= Highly Unlikely 6= Highly Likely)

4A-.— Influences on Health
------------------------------3------2------3-
45,— Blue-Green A lgae Products 
---------------------------- 1------2------3------<
46. Organ & Tissue Transplantation

1 2 3 4 5 6
47. Infant Nutrition

1 2 3 4 5 6
48. Healthy Lawns

1 2 3 4 5 6
49. Bunk Beds

1 2 3 4 5 6

- 4-

51. Sexual Abuse
1 2 3 4 5 6

52. Cocaine
1 2 3 4 5 6

53. Parenting
1 2 3 4 5 6

54. Laser Eye Surgery & Radiation
1 2 3 4 5 6

55. Tobacco Legislation
1 2 3 4 5 6

56. Bottled Water
1 2 3 4 5 6

57. Semen Donations
1 2 3 4 5 6

58. Leukemia
1 2 3 4 5 6

59. Sun Safety
1 2 3 4 5 6

-4-
61. Medical Technology/Equipment

1 2 3 4 5 6
62. Workplace Health & Safety

1 2 3 4 5 6
63. Caffeine

1 2 3 4 5 6

-4- 43-
65. Lung Cancer

1 2 3 4 5 6
66 .-----Food Irradiation
---------------------------- 1------2----- 3------4------§----- 6-
67. Immunization & Vaccines

1 2 3 4 5 6
68. Oral Cancer

1 2 3 4 5 6
69. Insulin

1 2 3 4 5 6

PAST NEED
(check for YES)

-PasM 3 -------

Past ->Q -

Past -> □  

Past -» □  

Past -» □  

Past -» □  

-Pasf-->Q-

Past -» □  

Past -> □  

Past -» □  

Past -> □  

Past ->□  

Past ->D 

Past -» □  

Past -» □  

Past -» □  

-Pasl^>Q -

Past -> □  

Past -» □  

Past - * □  

-PasP^Q -

Past -> □  

-Past-^>Q-

Past -> □  

Past - * □  

Past -> □

NOT CLEAR
(check if unclear)

(Not Clea r B-

(Not-Glear -> □

(Not Clear -> □  

(Not Clear -> □  

(Not Clear -> □  

(Not Clear -> □  

(Not Clear -4-E3

(Not Clear -> □  

(Not Clear -> □  

(Not Clear -» □  

(Not Clear -> □  

(Not Clear -> □  

(Not Clear -> □  

(Not Clear -> □  

(Not Clear □  

(Not Clear -> □  

(Not Clear -»-B

(Not Clear -» □  

(Not Clear □  

(Not Clear -> □

(Not Clear ->-B 

(Not Clear □  

(Not Clea r s -S

(Not Clear -> □  

(Not Clear -> □  

(Not Clear -> □
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FUTURE NEED
(1= Highly Unlikely 6= Highly Likely)

70. Life Expectancy
1 2 Past -> □

Pasf-40
72,— Morpholine

■4-
73. Ovarian Cancer

1 2 3 4 5 6
7 4 — P-rimary-Health Care Policy
---------------------------- 1------2----- 3----- A------§----- 8-
75. Safe Food Handling

1 2 3
76. Sexual Identity

1 2 3
77. Electric & Magnetic Fields

1 2 3
78. Home Safety

1 2 3
7 9 - Radiopharmaceuticals

4

4

4

4

-4-

5

5

5

5

6

6

6

6

- 6-

80. Prostate Cancer
1 2 3 4 5 i

81. Ground Beef Safety
1 2 3 4 5 i

82. Mammography & Radiation
1 2 3 4 5 i

83. Physician Education & Licensing
1 2 3 4 5 i

84. Government Health Expenditures
1 2 3 4 5 i

85. Aircraft Noise
1 2 3 4 5 i

86. Reproductive & Genetic Technologies
1 2 3 4 5 i

87. Skin Cancer
1 2 3 4 5 i

88. Mad Cow Disease
1 2 3 4 5 i

89. Ultraviolet Radiation
1 2 3 4 5 i

90. Health & Gender
1 2 3 4 5

91. Family Violence
1 2 3 4 5

94. Depression

95. Steroids
1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

PAST NEED
(check  fo r Y ES )

-Pasf-4Q-

Past -» □  

-Past-^Q-

Past -» □  

Past

Past -» □  

Past ->D 

-Pasf-4Q-

Past -» □  

Past -> □  

Past -» □  

Past -> n  

Past - * □  

Past

Past -4 0  

Past -» □  

Past ->D 

Past ->D 

Past -> □  

Past ->D 

-Pasf-->Q-

-Past-->Q -

Past ->D 

Past -> n

NOT CLEAR
(check  if unc lear)

(Not Clear 4  □  

(Not Clear ->-&

(Not Clear  -> □

(Not Clear 4  □  

(Not Clear  4 - 0

(A/of Clear 4  □  

(A/of Clear 4  □  

(A/of Clear 4  □  

(A/of Clear -> □  

(A/of C/ear->-&

(A/of Clear □  

(A/of Clear 4  □  

(A/of Clear 4  □  

(A/of Clear 4  □  

(A/of C/ear 4  □  

(A/of Clear 4  □  

(A/of C/ear -> □  

(A/of Clear 4  □  

(A/of Clear 4  □  

(A/of C/ear 4  □  

(A/of Clear -» □  

(A/of Clear 4  □  

-(A/ef-Gfea^-Q

(A/of Clear ->-B- 

(A/of Clear -> □  

(A/of Clear 4  □
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FUTURE NEED
(1= Highly Unlikely 6= Highly Likely)

PAST NEED
(check for YES)

NOT CLEAR
(check if unclear)

(Not Clear -4 □ ) 

(Not Clear -4 □  )

/Mo* r'/oo.-_^. n  \

96. Unpasterized Fruit Juice & Cider
1 2 3 4 5 6

97. Pesticides
1 2 3 4 5 6

-1 O "3 A C R

Past -4Q 

Past

_ l̂ I

A  O Q A x c D-io* I (  A //->+ I- 1 \

A O Q A C G
-1Q1-. Health by Population Group

H O Q A C R
4-Q2—-Gestational Diabetes

-i o o /  c c D»i r*4- \ l 1 niry r̂- \  I“ 1 \
4-Q3—-PGBs

A  O Q /I C C D-~> _̂ J 1
104. Birth Control

1 2 3 4 5 6
105. Genetically Modified Foods

1 2 3 4 5 6
106. Acupuncture

1 2 3 4 5 6
107. Type 1 Diabetes

1 2 3 4 5 6
108. Electronic Health Records

1 2 3 4 5 6
109. Management of Hazardous Substances

1 2 3 4 5 6
110. Novel Foods & Ingredients

-1 n 'i A K R

Past -4 D  

Past -> □  

Past

Past -> □  

Past

Past -4 0

Do-* 1

(Not Clear -4 □  ) 

(Not Clear -4 □  

(Not Clear -4 □  ) 

(Not Clear -4 □  ) 

(Not Clear -4 □  ) 

(Not Clear -4 □  )

111. Chiropractic Therapy
1 2 3 4 5 6

112. Type 2 Diabetes
1 2 3 4 5 6 

443:—Explosive Events
°  4 A R

Past -> □  

Past -> □

Do-* \l 1

(Not Clear -4 □  ) 

(Not Clear -4 □  )

/ m - *  n  \
114. X-Rays

1 2 3 4 5 6
115. Lead

4 O Q /I c a

Past -» □

Pn~f \ i |

(Not Clear -4 □  )

116. An Historic View of Science &  Research
1 2 3 4 5 6

117. Cribs
1 2 3 4 5 6

118. Maternal Health
1 2 3 4 5 6

119. Regulation of Food Biotechnology
A  O -3 A  K  R

Past -4Q  

Past - > □  

Past -4D

(Not Clear -4 □  ) 

(Not Clear -4 □  ) 

(Not Clear -4 □  )

/ M - *  rwoo,-- .̂ n  \

120. Blood Pressure (Hypertension)
1 2 3 4 5 6

121. Vitamins &  Minerals
1 2 3 4 5 6

Past - > □  

Past -4Q

(Not Clear -4 □  ) 

(Not Clear -4 □  )
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FUTURE NEED
(1= Highly Unlikely 6= Highly Likely)

122. Microwave Oven Radiation
1 2 3 4 5 6

-123; Resouces-on-Quality-in-Healt-h 
---------------------------- 1------2------3------A------§----- 6—
4QA-.—Dioxins & Furans 
 1 ;
425;—Ear Candling
------------------------- 4_
126. Cardiovascular Disease

1 2 3 4 5 6
127. Marijuana

1 2 3 4 5 6
128. Chlorinated Disinfection By-ProduGts
---------------------------- 1------2------3------A------5----- 6-
129. Food Guide to Healthy Eating

1 2  3 4
130. Massage Therapy

1 2  3 4
131. Swimming Pools

1 2  3 4
132. Fire Safety

1 2  3 4
133. Drug Benefit Programs

1 2  3 4
134. Commercial Chemicals

1 2  3 4
135. Sexual Health Promotion

1 2  3 4
136. Heart Disease & Stroke

1 2  3 4
137. Canadian Nutrient File

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

-4- -4-
138. Breast Implants

1 2 3 4 5 6
139. Acid Rain

1 2 3 4 5 6
140. Hepatitis

1 2 3 4 5 6
141. Newborn Care

1 2 3 4 5 6
142. Nursing Advisory Committee

1 2 3 4 5 6
143. Garage Sales

1 2 3 4 5 6

-4-
145. BOTOX

1 2 3 4 5 6
146. Outdoor Air Health Effects

1 2 3 4 5 6
447-. -Health & Culture
---------------------------- 1------2------3----- 4------§----- 6-

PAST NEED
(check for YES)

Past ->□  

-Past-^Q -------

-Past--*Q-

-Past-^Q -

Past -4D  

Past - * □  

-Past-^Q-

Past -> □  

Past -» □  

Past -> □  

Past -» □  

Past -» □  

Past -» □  

Past -> □  

Past -» □  

-P ast-^Q -

Past ->Q 

Past -» □  

Past -» □  

Past -» □  

Past - * □  

Past -> □  

-PasP-*Q-

Past -» □  

Past - * □  

Pas f->Q -

NOT CLEAR
(check if unclear)

(Not Clear -> □

(Not Clea r s -B-

(Not Clea r a

(Not Clear □  

(Not Clear □  

(Not Clear -> □  

(Not Clear--^ S ■

(Not Clear -» □  

(Not Clear □  

(Not Clear □  

(Not Clear □  

(Not Clear -> □  

(Not Clear -> □  

(Not Clear □  

(Not Clear -> □

-(Not-Gleap->G- 

(Not Clear □  

(Not Clear -> □  

(Not Clear □  

(Not Clear -> □  

(Not Clear -> □  

(Not Clear □  

(Not Clear s  □

(Not Clear ^  □  

(Not Clear □  

(NotGlear-^- □
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FUTURE NEED
(1= Highly Unlikely 6= Highly Likely)

PAST NEED
(check for YES)

NOT CLEAR
(check if unclear)

(Not Clear -4 □  ) 

(Not Clear 4  □  ) 

(Not Clear 4  □  ) 

(Not Clear -4 □  ) 

(Not Clear -4 □  ) 

(Not Clear 4  □  ) 

n  \

148. HIV & AIDS
1 2 3 4 5 6

149. Food & Nutrition
1 2 3 4 5 6

150. Drug Product Database
1 2 3 4 5 6

151. Web-based Medical Services
1 2 3 4 5 6

152. Air Pollutants & Smog
1 2 3 4 5 6

153. High Chairs
1 2 3 4 5 6

454—Chancroid
-1 O Q A K «

Past -» □  

Past -»□ 

Past ->n 

Past -40 

Past -> □  

Past 4 D

155. Cosmetics
1 2 3 4 5 6

156. Health Claims
1 2 3 4 5 6

157. Cellular Phone Radiation
1 2 3 4 5 6 

■158—-Drug-Submission Performance-Reports
A O O A c . a

Past -»□ 

Past ->n 

Past -4Q

(Not Clear -4 □ ) 

(Not Clear -4 □ ) 

(Not Clear 4  □ )

Hn-irA n  \

159. Climate Change & Health
1 2 3 4 5 6

160. Sudden Infant Death Syndrome (SIDS)
1 2 3 4 5 6

464—Chlamydia
-i o r> a  c e

Past -» □  

Past ->□

(Not Clear 4  □ ) 

(Not Clear 4  □ )

162. TeleHealth
A O Q A c a pnrf xl I /m +̂ n  \

■163--Healthy Weights
A O O A c a f—1 \

164. Second-Hand Smoke
1 2 3 4 5 6

165. Soil Contamination
1 2 3 4 5 6

A O O A K e

Past -> □  

Past -» □  

i

(Not Clear 4  □  ) 

(Not Clear 4  □  )

I- ! \

4 o q /| c c DoH _xJ I I- ! \
168. Genital Warts

1 2 3 4 5 6

•1 O “3 /I c e

Past -> □ (Not Clear ^ U )

( I-1 \

-f o o a  a  a

171. Physical Activity
1 2 3 4 5 6

172. Drug Legislation & Guidelines
1 2 3 4 5 6

173. Indoor Air
1 2 3 4 5 6

Past -»□ 

Past -> □  

Past -4D

(Not Clear 4  □ ) 

(Not Clear 4  □ ) 

(Not Clear 4  □  )
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FUTURE NEED PAST NEED NOT CLEAR
(1 = Highly Unlikely 6= Highly Likely) (check for YES) (check if unclear)

-4-
175. Nutrition for Children & Schools

1 2 3 4 5
-17-6— Gollaborative-Care
---------------------------- 1------2------3------4------5-
177. Antibiotic Resistance

1 2 3 4 5 6
178. Adverse Veterinary Drug Reactions

1 2 3 4 5 6
179. Gonorrhea

1 2 3 4 5 6
180. Nutrition for Pregnancy

1 2 3 4 5 6
181. Flu Shots

1 2 3 4 5 6
182. Heroin

1 2 3 4 5 6
183. Vitamin & Mineral Supplements

1 2 3 4 5 6
184. Herpes

1 2 3 4 5
185. Nutrition Labelling

1 2 3 4 5
186. Computer Monitors

1 2 3 4 5

A-
188. Nutrition Research & Policy Reports

1 2 3
189. Physical Abuse

1 2 3
190. Infant & Child Vaccines

1 2 3

-4-

4

4

4

-4-

5

5

5

- § -

6

6

6

- 6 -

192. Leaf Blower Noise
 1 2_
193. Farm Safety

1 2 3 4 5
-194:— Nutraceuticals & Functional Foods

-------------------- 1------2----- a— -4—- 5 —
195. Syphilis

1 2 3 4 5 6
196. Fetal Tobacco Effects

1 2 3 4 5 6
197. Population Health History

1 2 3 4 5 6
198. Research on Healthy Eating

1 2 3 4 5 6
199. Bicycles

1 2 3 4 5 6

Past -» □  

-PasP^Q-

Past -» □  

Past -» □  

Past - * □  

Past -» □  

Past -> □  

Past -» □  

Past -> □  

Past -» □  

Past - * □  

Past -> □  

-Past-AQ -

Past

Past -» □  

Past -» □  

-Past-AQ -

-PasP->Q-

Past ->D 

Past ->Q -

Past -» □  

Past

Past -> □  

Past -» □  

Past -> □

(Not Clear A  □  

(Not Clear A  □  

(Not Clear A  □

(Not Clear A  □  

(Not Clear A  □  

(Not Clear A  □  

(Not Clear A  □  

(Not Clear A  □  

(Not Clear A  □  

(Not Clear A  □  

(Not Clear A  □  

(Not Clear A  □  

(Not Clear A  □  

(Not Clear A  □

(Not Clear A  □  

(Not Clear A  □  

(Not Clear A  □  

(Not Clear A S -

(Not Clear A S  

(Not Clear A  □  

-(Net-Glear-A  □

(Not Clear A  □  

(Not Clear A  □  

(Not Clear A  □  

(Not Clear A  □  

(Not Clear A  □
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FUTURE NEED
(1= Highly Unlikely 6= Highly Likely)

6

6

6

6

6

200. International Travel Immunizations
1 2 3 4 5

201. Blinds & Curtain Cords
1 2 3 4 5

202. Palliative/End-of-Life Care
1 2 3 4 5

203. Herbal Remedies
1 2 3 4 5

204. Prenatal Nutrition
1 2 3 4 5

---------------------------- d------a-— 3— -4—— § -
206. West Nile Virus

1 2

-4-

3

-3-

4

-4-

5 6

- 3 -

208. Bacterial & Viral Vaccines
1 2 3 4 5 6

209. V itality
---------------------------- 1------2------3------A------§----- 3-
210. Health & Age

1 2
211. Quitting Drugs

1 2

-4-

3 4 5

3 4 5

6

6

-3-
243.—Homeopathic Preparations

----------------------------------------------- 4 -— 2------ 3 - - 4 ----- - 6 — —P ast-^ \J------------ -----(Not Clear 4 -0 -
214. Arts & Craft Materials

1 2 3 4 5 6 Past 4D (Not Clear 4  □
215. Investing in Science & Research

Past 4D1 2 3 4 5 6 (Not Clear 4  □
216. In-Line Skates

Past 4D1 2 3 4 5 6 (Not Clear 4  □
217. Folic Acid

1 2 3 4 5 6 Past 4 D (Not Clear 4  □
218. Drinking Water Quality

Past 4 D1 2 3 4 5 6 (Not Clear 4  □

PAST NEED NOT CLEAR
(check for YES) (check if unclear)

Past ->□ 

Past ->□ 

Past -»□ 

Past 4Q 

Past 4D 

-Pasf-4Q-

Past 4Q 

-P a s t- lQ -

Past ->□ 

-Pas<-4Q-

Past 4 0  

Past ->□ 

-Past-4Q-

(Not Clear 4  □ 

{Not Clear 4 □ 

{Not Clear 4 □ 

{Not Clear 4 □ 

{Not Clear 4 □ 

{Not Clear 4-B-

(Not Clear 4  □ 

(Not Clea r s  □

(Not Clear 4  □ 

(Not Clear s -S

(Not Clear 4  □ 

(Not Clear 4 □ 

(Not Clea r s  □

In order that we can compare health information needs to different groups of individuals, it would 
be appreciated if you would complete the following information. None of this information identifies you 
personally, it cannot be cross-referenced to you directly. Only those directly involved with this research 
experiment will have access to these questionnaires.

Please check ( V )  the descriptions that best apply....

1. Your Gender: Q  Male I I Female

2 . Your Postal Code:
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3. Your age group: EZ12 0 -2 4  EZI 2 5 - 3 4  I I 35 -  44

I 145-54 I 155-64

4. What is your level of education?
(Highest Earned Diploma, Degree or Certificate)

□  Less than a High School Graduation Diploma 

I I High School Graduation Diploma

Post High School Diploma or Certificate: EZI 1 or 2-year program

□  More than 2-years

Professional or Trade Certification or Training: EZH or 2-year program

I | More than 2-years

University Education: □  Certificate or Diploma Below Bachelor Degree

I I Bachelor Degree 

I I Master’s Degree 

I I Doctorate

5. What language are you most comfortable reading?
(If you are equally comfortable in more than one language check bot and specify)

I I English EZI Other (please specify)_______________

6. What is your annual family income?

I I $0 - $19,999 □  $20,000 - $39,999 I l$40.000 - $74,999 EU$75,000 +

7. How many hours per week do spend searching for information in a Web 
environment?

(Note: Web environment includes Intranets and Corporate sites)

I | less than 2 hrs/wk | | up to 7 hrs/wk | | up to 14 hrs/wk
I | up to 28 hrs/wk ED up to 40 hrs/wk EZI more than 40 hrs/wk 

□  never
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Appendix F  -  Experimental Site -  Home Page

i i
i

; i.cichssr !;_'n http://yswv.meauitest.com i j Go Unis ' Y u ’’’

’’M apping  a n  EnforrrcaSiGn A rc M te c S u rs 's  U s e fu ln e s s "

This is an experim ental re sea rch  s ite  exploring differences in 
how people brow se menu system s on web sites.

We are  looking for partic ipan ts to  com plete an  exercise th a t  
involves reading 12 sh o rt scenarios (3 to  5 lines) and th en  
judging th e  relevance of menu labels to  th o se  scenarios. The 
experim ent will take  approxim ately 30 m inutes.

Your involvem ent is com pletely voluntary and anonym ous. You 
can  quit a t  any  time.

By clicking the  b u tto n  below, you are  acknowledging, having 
read  th e  above description of this experim ent, th a t  you are 
participating voluntarily, and  th a t  you may withdraw from this 
study  a t  any time.

NOTE: Once you begin the  Experim ent d o  n e t  d o s e  t h e  
w sndow  until th e  experim ent has been com pleted.

Begin Experiment

I
. ;

O  Internet
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I f  you have any questions p lease feel rree to  e-mail:

r ia rh  G am s 
Principal R esearcher,
Hum an-Oriented Technology Lab, Carleton University 
(613) 520-2600 ex t. 6628

H ere's a list of Keif Research, Personnel involved in this p ro ject.

1 j
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Appendix G -  Orientation Pages -  Steps 1, 2 and 3 

Step 1 -  Practicing using the slider bar:

K

Human Oriented Technotoc^ Lab -

:A x~dZ  L  ° PracSfce ys!^§ t&e SKder bar

When making a relevance rating, there are fcro  vjayrs to use 
the slider bar:

1. Drag the triangle slider
.n

JS--------------------------

2. Click directly on the line and the triangle slider will jump 
there

Continue

: i

■j Dana O  Internet
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Step 2 -  Practice Opening & Closing Menu Labels

Closed Menu Labels

| G c O g lS  * I v  ; Search Web ’  § 3  205 blocked W  v -v O :: [w ] Options w

1: Human Oriented leebnoiogy

o P racS oce O p e n in g  C: c l o s i n g  MENU L A SE L S. 
o C tid :  O cice  t o  Q p sre , a n d  CE;cC: A g a in  T o  C lo s e

i l R eS iC n y  L iv in cI j » «■

j | ; Population Health

! | j Em ergencies &.
I i D isasters
i i

S D iseases Gr
i Conditions!
| Food D. nutrition

j Environmental G.
l j ! W orkplace Health
M
j i Consum er Products

| Haaith C ars 'System

I S c ience  a. R esearch

; Drugs G. Health
: P roducts

Continue

-ip Done O  Internet
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Step 2 -  Practice Opening & Closing Menu Labels

An Open Menu Label with Relevance Ratings

iJ '-HUc/; V-vwvr.w.-si.riuiŝ X. An 4< i'Mtai'tU'r i, ‘•Bureteyh
File Edit View Favorites Tools Help

Go: gL’ Search Web '  £ 3  § 3  205 blocked ' iL~| Options

V n  Human Oriented Teehnoiocjtj Lab

o P rac tice  Opening; C: Closing CSEPJU LABELS, 
o O ld ; O nce to  o p e n , and CRcEt Again To c lo s e

Healthy Living

Population Health
Population Health 

°  Approach 
D eterm inants of 

u Health
J  Health o f Canadians
v Population Groups
E m srosndas C. 
D isasters

D issasas u 
Conditions

Food D. nutrition

Ehvircnrr.anta! a  
W crltpiace Health

Consumer Products

Health Care System

Science &. Research

Drugs C-. Health 
Products

v  Dons

"X”

-Mr

Continue

j£0

O  Internet
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Step 3 -  Reading YOUR Role

Human O riented Technology^ Lab

\ K ead YGWK KOI

: i

YO U R  ROLE;

You are to  approach  this s tu d y  as if you are  som eone 
su rf in g  a w eb s ite  EooEicng fo r  in fo rm a tio n  using the  
s ite 's  m enu labels.

You will be given sh o rt scenarios to  read . You m ust th 
look to  see  if th e re  are  any menu labels th a t  m ight lea 
you to  the  information you 're seeking.

If you find menu labels th a t  you think m ight be 
appropriate , you m ust ra te  h o r j  r e t e v a n t  you think 
tho se  m enu labels a re  to  the  scenario , given th a t  you 
a re  trying to  find information. Higher num bers indicate 
h igher re levance.

Start Scenario 1

Dons O  Internet
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Step 3 -  Reading YOUR Role

Developer’s Role and Instructions

i  1 a ' t j i s .  - .V .jjpyV 'j; jitf! ')> K ? ir f;5jii'Kj.r. ir .V frrtvC 'Pyr V i { i r V r ,  '' ,ViV

Fils Edit j v ,  | Favorites Tools Help

Gh-'HTC * Search Web T ^ 3  § 3  205 blocked i;v i-,4 upitjiis

’irjiQj Human, OrienTed JfechnoJocjij Lab

■ Done

O  R e a d  YG 5JR R O L E

raon. role:

You are to approach this study as if  you are the 
deve lop e r o f this web site, Your job is to Eirf; 
e le c tro n ic  docum en ts  to  th e  s ite 's  m enu labels.

You will be given short scenarios to read. You must then 
look to see if  there are any menu labels where you think 
the document should be linked.

I f  you find menu labels tha t you think might be 
appropriate, you must rate hatv re le v a n t you think 
those menu labels are to the scenario, given tha t you 
are trying to link a document to th a t menu label. Higher 
numbers indicate higher relevance.

Start Scenario 1

■ O  Internet
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Appendix H -  Practice Scenario 1 -  All Four Experimental Conditions

iil hffj'kf w t . t i . M ' r / y i * V i  IrVvibM'tlf *\i '.ihtte-ri-yj*■’*‘Ifovf - Mn u > y . .

Fite Edit View Favorites ioo!s Help

.Gcogls ■* I *-‘j Search Web -  ^ 3  .^205 blocked "J: Options

Human QrienTsd Technalo t̂j_ Lab

: \ z :  N utrients in Canadian foods

Click on any  menu label(s) w here you would look for information re la ted  
to  this scenario . T hen  use  th e  slider bars to  e s tim a te  th e  re lev an ce  o f 
each  menu label, to  th e  scenario , with higher num bers indicating higher 
re levance.

H ealthy Living

Population Health

Em ergencies D. 
D isasters

arcs .

Conditions

Food Z-. Nutrition

Environmental &. 
W orkplace Health

Consum er P roducts

Health Care System

S cien ce  C-. R esearch

Drugs R Health 
Products

Review Your Role Next Scenario

iDone C.; Internsi
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Classify Topical Information

Gc.o<&> i f&Z Sesrdi Web T sfy § 3  20 5 blocked H I  Options

/Q
I Human O rienfed Technoloqu Lab

N utrients in Canadian foods

Click on any  menu label(s) w here you would p u t or link a docum ent 
re la ted  to  this scenario . T hen use  th e  slider bars to  e stim a te  the  
relevance o f each  menu label, to  the  scenario , with higher num bers 
indicating higher re levance.

H *siciy  Living 

Pc-Dulation Health

D isasters

D iseases
Conditions

Food &. Nutrition

Environmental & 
W orkplace Health

Consum er Products

Health Care System

Science  A  R esearch

Di'ucs 2; Health 
Products

Review Your Role. Next Scenario.

= iD o n e O  In te r n e t
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.Seeking Situations] Information

cg:t> ^  Search Web ” y 3  S 3 205 blocked V Q  Options

Human O riented Technote^ij Lab

T  r~-r-
You h av e  b een  feeling overw eight for som e time. You h av e  decided to  
s t a r t  ea tin g  more healthily, and need  more information a b o u t the  c o n te n t 
of th e  foods you  e a t.

Click on any  m enu label(s) w here you would look for information re la ted  
to  th is scenario . T hen  use  th e  slider bars to  e s tim a te  th e  re levance  of 
e a c h  menu label, to  th e  scenario , with higher num bers indicating higher 
re levance.

Sosaerr© jlT
Healthy Living

Population Health

Em ergencies <\ 
D isasters

D iseases'C t 
conditions

Food Nutrition

Environmental C< 
W orkplace Health

Consum er P roducts

Health Care System

S cience  S . R esearch

Drugs C-, Health 
Produces

Review Your Rols Next Scenario

I k Done Q  Internet
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Classifying Situational Information

■ 'ftijfip lr.ts? .*y. o. i«i O 'Trsy-i'Uf F> <Vi. : v v . H  fr . .

File Edit View Favorites Tools Help 

Groglev j ; Search Web 'r O  fir-1 205 blod'.ed Options

Human O riented  Technoiocjtj Lab

;C-2n:
Many people are  feeling overw eight. As p a r t  o f  the ir e ffo rts  to  s ta r t  
eating  more healthily, th e y  n eed  more information a b o u t th e  c o n te n t  of 
th e  foods th e y  e a t .  You have  a  rep o rt th a t  w as p repared  for th is web 
s ite .

Click on any  m enu label(s) w here you would p u t or link a docu m en t 
re la ted  to  th is scenario . T hen  u se  th e  slider bars  to  e stim a te  th e  
re levance  o f  e ach  menu label, to  th e  scenario , with higher num bers 
indicating higher re lev an ce .

:cewewo
H ealthy Living

Population Healtii

E m ergencies &. 
D isasters

D iseases & 
Conditions

Food 0. nutrition

Environmental & 
W orkplace Health

C onsum er P roducts

Health Care S ystem

S cience  C. R esearch

Drugs D Health 
P roducts

Review Your Role Next Scenario

I .......

Dens Q  Internet
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Sample Browsing Page -  (Classify Topical Information)

Gcpg> ^  Search Web *  • § J  205 blocked J ; g ]  Options J> Cjj -

Human OrienTed tG chnoloqtj Lob

; -------------

[\
N utrients in Canadian foods

Click orr any  menu label(s) w here you would p u t  or link a docu m en t 
re la ted  to  this scenario . Then u se  th e  slider bars  to  e s tim a te  th e  
re levance  o f e a c h  menu label, to  th e  scenario , with higher num bers 
indicating higher re levance.

H ealthy Living 

•J Aicohoi
. H ealthy Children Si 
'' A dolescents

H ealthy Eating 
, H eaithv P regnancy  a  

°  Babies 
S afe  Environm ents &. 
Injury P reventions 
Sexual and 

°  R eproductive Health 
S u b s ta n c e  Use &.

°A b u se

■-’T obacco  
u Travel Health 

Violence & Abuse 
Population Health

Em ergencies Cii
D isasters

D iseases C 
Conditions.

Food Ci Nutrition

Environm ental C 
VVoritclace Health

" 3 “

-al-

■1-

iL ,

■Sr

P r . : ic i  i.—c r  D rn r.i tr

1 Done. t J Internet
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Appendix I-F in a l Question Page

3 i :Ur;r.> - J - 'y r . ' . - r n  r'.Hr-'ytw.’f •.'J!'!- Ti'.yjJp'l.r.S; 'ijf, Irjfej; JO r h< V  -C i  ■ =- V . . . .  ■ ■- T  ■'

File Edit | ri? ! Favorites Tools Help

G C T g lT ’’ i ■ | Search Web T T Q  |p ]  205 blodced 0  - V . v ■- [T^Options 'i,.o T

Human O riented  Technology Lab

You have ju s t  com pleted  th e  12th  and final scenario  o f this experim ent. Now I'd 
like you to  think ab o u t how you ra te d  th e  re levance  of m enu labels.

While you w ere making your ra tings o f  re lev an ce , did you consider som e menu 
labels to  b e  "PARTIALLY-RELEVANT" (ra th e r  th an  RELEVANT or NOT-RELEVANT)?

O Y e s  O N o

ir .3  Done Q  Internet
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If question .-.about-. PatiMrBelsvanee. was-.answered “NO.”__

- J J  ' _ h f f v . ' V . ' V , -  t r i l L f  £i?/. : A f '  1 f c . r f r j ^ ^ J ?/ A i r v - ' f - H f - T r y r ' r f  'i r  - ■' $

j Fils Edit Vie-.v Favorites Tools Help

j : '• ; Back * | f - j  ■ r'i - 'Search T V  Favorites ! I . j V

jG C -T g.W ’’ | * M Search Web T S p  § 3  205 blocked \y ;  ■-./ Y  [k~] Options ,■ - p

\ & L
j W -' !  H u m a n  Qrienis-d technoloqtj Lab

You have  ju s t  com pleted  th e  12th  and final scenario  o f this experim ent. Now I'd 
like you to  think a b o u t how you ra ted  th e  re levance  o f m enu labels.

While you w ere making your ra tings o f re levance , did you consider som e menu 
labels to  be "PARTIALLY-RELEVANT" (ra th e r th an  RELEVANT or NOT-RELEVANT}?

O Y e s  O hio

Move the. slider to  th e  location or num ber th a t  you think BEGINS th e  "RELEVANT" 
c a te g o n / (in o th e r  w ords, th e  po in t w here everything to  the  right is considered 
RELEVANT)

k ---------------------------------------1

i :
I ! Continue

: Dons O  Internet
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If.question about Partial-Relevance. was answered “YES”...

r j  L,iJrtsai«>! t • 'MujayjUs;. M ”  M HrVaJJIy*. -Ai tlffi'"'.'!''..” ?' i  'U* r-*> r  .

Fils Edit View Favorites Tools Help

G n C -g Y *  i • Search V.'eb * ^ 3  § 3  205 blocked /Y  A: r  r  .i : ~ [ y ]  Options y> -*

'̂ 1  Human_Oriented, Technology Lab

1 You have ju s t completed the 12th and final scenario o f this experiment. Now I'd 
like you to think about how you rated the relevance o f menu labels,

While you were making your ratings o f relevance,, did you consider some menu 
labels to be "PARTIALLY-RELEVANT" (rather than RELEVANT or NOT-RE LEVANT)?

©'Yes © N o

Move the slider to the location or number th a t you think BEGINS the
"PARTIALLY-RELEVANT” category (in other words, the point a t which even/thing
to the LEFT is NOT RELEVANT):

jL_----------------------------------1

Move the slider to the location or number tha t you think ENDS the "PARTIALLY- 
RELEVANT" category (in other words, the point a t which even/thing to the 
RIGHT is RELEVANT)

1  '

Continue

; 1  Done _) Internet
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Appendix J -  User Information Screen

vj r.iPL ■ ■''i-'it'ri - - M a y y i r - . j ;  a jp j 'f r n '? . t  j.r-afj'fr’ *:•>. i'<ji-e.c*l.s* «•"£- pit*-..

Fi!e Edit View Favorites Tools Help 

. iBed: ’  • | : j jp ;.| . ,'= • ! Search T  7-'Favorites

r~
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In closing, below are  a few general questions ab o u t you th a t  will help me 
com pare your re sp o n ses  w ith th o se  o f o th e r partic ipan ts. I will also be 
com paring your profile to  a re c e n t S ta tis tic s  C anada profile o f 'typical' In te rn e t 
users.

P lease tell me your...

G e n d e r: I Select One...

P osta l! C a d e : j 

A g e : 

E d u c a t io n :

Select One..

H ighest Level Completed...

L a n g u a g e : Language Most Comfortable READING... * 

E n ca m e : Annual FAMILY Income..

T im e  O n  W e b : j Average-Amount of I ime- Spent on the Web..

ii e p ic  F re q u e n c y : I've Searched The W eb for Health/Medical Information..

W h e re  d td  vgm O H om e OW ortc O  School O  Friend/Family O C a fe  
c o m p le te  e x p e r im e n t?  o th e r :

Continue

r 'Vs Done Q  Internet
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Appendix K  -  Text from  Participant Debriefing Screen 

About this Research

When a person arrives at a web site, they are usually confronted with a menu. I f  they are looking for 
information, they browse or scan the menu labels, try  and identify which ones appear to be most 
relevant, and then click deeper into the menu hierarchy.

I f  they are developing a web site, they view menu labels as locations where information can be stored. 
In other words, people are either trying to find information on a web site or put information into one 
of its menu categories.

Part of this research is trying to understand if these different roles cause people to judge the 
relevance of a menu label differently.

Another part of this research looks at what happens to judgments of relevance when people view the 
information topic and the ir information needs differently.

For example, in the scenario about medical marijuana. A person looking fo r information may be in a 
great deal of pain and need relief as quickly as possible, yet be very concerned about exposing 
themselves to legal action if they don't obtain it correctly. In contrast, a web developer may look at a 
document about medical marijuana as being about the differences in its organic composition when 
compared to non-medical marijuana. I f  this results in the web developer putting the information in 
part of the web site where the person looking for relief from pain would not look, then this web site is 
less useful.

I'm  interested in learning more about how to improve menu systems and make them more useful. I've 
developed the approach you jus t used to try  and help web site designers see if the ir menus work, by 
having people like you try  out some scenarios.

In this experiment you were given a role with a specific view to the information. Now your judgments 
of relevance will be compared to those of other participants who had different roles and different 
perspectives about the information.

Again I would like to thank you for your tim e and participation in this research.

Any Questions?
I f  you have further questions about this research, or you would like a summary of the results 

when they have been compiled, please send an e-mail to:

Mark Game. Principal Researcher, Human Oriented Technologies Lab, Psychology Department,
Carleton University , (613) 520-2600 ext. 6628.

Any Concerns?

I f  you have any concerns about how this research was conducted, please contact one of the following 
faculty members:

Faculty Advisor: Professor Richard Dillon, Psychology Department, Carleton University, (613) 
520-6629.

Chair, Research Ethics Committee for Psychological Research: Professor Mary Gick, Psychology 
Department, Carleton University, (613) 520-2600 ext. 2664.

Chair of the Psychology Department: Professor John Logan, Carleton University, (613) 520- 
2600 ext. 2690.
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Many Thanks for help
Mark G am e
Principal Researcher
markgame@menutest.com
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Appendix L -  Face-to-Face Recruiting Scripts

[Principal Researcher’s Face-to-Face Script]

Hello:
You [already] or [may not] know, I’m a graduate student associated with Carleton University’s 

Human Oriented Technology Lab. Currently I’m conducting an experiment as partial fulfillment of 
Master’s degree. I’m looking for people to participate in this experiment, and was wondering if you might 
be interested. The research is called:

“Mapping an Information Architecture’s Usefulness”

This experiment will take about 30 minutes of your time, can be done over the Internet from the 
location of your choice.

In this experiment, your role will be to visit a mock web site, read 12 health-related scenarios, and 
then make judgments about how relevant the menu labels of the web site are to the scenarios you just 
read.

If your interested, I have a written copy of the invitation that I’ve been sending out that contains 
the web address you need to go to to complete the experiment.

Would you like a copy of the e-mail?

[If yes -  I hand the individual a copy of the recruiting e-mail (Appendix D)]
[If no -  I thank the candidate and end the discussion]
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Appendix M -  Computing an IA ’s Usefulness

The usefulness o f an information architecture can be seen as the probability with which a 

user will choose a valid scent trail that provides access to relevant information. For example, if  a 

user seeking information perceives the target menu label leading to that information as having 

100% relevance to an information need AND no other menu label is perceived as having any 

relevance (no other scent trails), then the probability of a user choosing that menu label is 1. 

However, as soon as the relevance o f the target label is perceived as being less than 100% 

and/or there are other menu labels that may have some relevance to the context in question (i.e. 

other scents are being emitted scent), then the probability of selecting a label is < 1.

To assess the usefulness of an information architecture (the probability o f the user 

choosing a valid scent trail) two evaluations must be completed: a) the degree o f scent or 

relevance the target menu label commands given a specific context, and b) which other scent 

trails or relevant menu labels are most likely to be chosen when foraging for information within a 

specific context. The methodology used in this experiment allows a developer to complete both 

o f these evaluations.

The metric used to estimate usefulness has been adapted from work reported by Nosofsky 

(1984) and based on Luce’s (1963) choice theory. Equation 1 estimates the probability that the 

target menu label (leading to the desired information) will be chosen given the information scent 

o f all other menu labels in the information architecture.

0 - d )

f + h> R
( L f  (L2) ■” (Ln) m
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The left side o f this equation can be read as the probability P  o f choosing the target menu 

label (Lii) in an information architecture (i.e., the menu label that corresponds to where the 

information is actually linked). The right side o f the equation can be read as: the participant’s 

relevance estimate R  of the target menu label (Ld), divided by the sum of the participant’s 

relevance estimates R  for all menu labels in the information architecture (Lj ... L„).

For example, of the 71 second-level menu labels used in this experiment, assume a 

participant identifies labels 4, 15 and 23 as having some degree of relevance. Assume also that 

the relevance estimates for these three labels were 80, 100 and 75 respectively (all other labels 

have been given a relevance rating of zero). Label number four is the target menu label (actually 

linked to the information). Therefore, the probability o f this participant choosing the target menu 

label is .31 or 31%, given by:

p  R(L4> = 8 0  71
<L*r  Rm + Rw  + Rm " 80 + ?00 + 75 ~-J1

Notice that in the above example, the target menu label (L4) was not the label judged 

most relevant. In other words, it was not the label with the strongest information scent. That 

estimate was given to menu label 15.

Even if  the target menu label was changed to maximize its information scent (increase the 

relevance rating to 100), this would only increase the overall probability to .39. Notice that the 

equation does not only factor the strength of the target menu label, but also the strength of the 

other scent trails emitting which have been identified (labels 15 and 23 in the above example).

Equation 2 is an extension of the first equation, and calculates the probability o f a 

participant choosing one of two valid menu labels. The numerator includes both the target menu 

label (La) and the user’s top ranked menu label choice (Lci), i.e. the label with the strongest
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information scent. Therefore, the numerator lists those menu labels from which relevant 

information can be accessed.

P„ ,=
R M + R (LC1)

(t-d) p? +  P  f?
n (L2j ■” (Ln)

Using the values from the earlier example, the addition of the user’s top ranked menu 

label increases the probability o f choosing a valid scent trail from .31 to .80.
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Appendix N  -  Scenario Task & Contexts Used During Experiment.

Seeking Task: Click on any menu label(s) where you would look for information related to this scenario. 
Then use the slider bars to estimate the relevance of each menu label, to the scenario, with higher 
numbers indicating higher relevance.

Classifying Task: Click on any menu label(s) where you would put or link a document related to this 
scenario. Then use the slider bars to estimate the relevance of each menu label, to the scenario, with 
higher numbers indicating higher relevance.

Scenario
Number

Context (Topics) Context (Situations)
Task

(Seek)
Task

(Classify)
Task (Seek) Task (Classify)

Practice
Scenariol

Nutrients in 
Canadian 

foods

Nutrients in 
Canadian 

foods

You have been fee ling  
o ve rw e ig h t fo r  som e tim e . 
You have decided to  s ta rt 
ea ting  m ore h e a lth ily , and 
need m ore  in fo rm a tio n  
abou t th e  co n te n t o f the  
foods you eat.

M any people are fee ling  
o ve rw e ig h t. As p a rt o f th e ir  
e ffo rts  to  s ta r t  ea ting  m ore 
h e a lth ily , th e y  need m ore 
in fo rm a tio n  ab o u t the  co n te n t 
o f the  foods th e y  ea t. You 
have a re p o rt th a t was 
p repared fo r  th is  w eb s ite .

Practice
Scenario2

Misbehavior 
and spanking

Misbehavior 
and spanking

Y ou're a fru s tra te d  p a ren t 
o f young ch ild ren  w ho are 
co n tin u a lly  m isbehaving . 
You w a n t to  know  how to  
d isc ip line  y o u r ch ild ren  
e ffe c tive ly  and w onde r if  
the re  is a n y th in g  w rong 
w ith  spanking .

C o m m u n ity  cen te rs  are 
rece iv ing  phone calls fro m  
fru s tra te d  paren ts  o f young 
ch ild ren  w ho are co n tin u a lly  
m isbehav ing . These paren ts  
w a n t to  know  how to  d isc ip line  
th e ir  ch ild ren  e ffe c tive ly  and 
are w ondering  if  th e re  is 
a n y th in g  w rong w ith  spank ing . 
You have access to  new ly  
pub lished m a te ria l a b o u t th is  
issue and w a n t to  place it  on 
yo u r w eb s ite .
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Scenario
Number

Context (Topics) Context (Situations)
Task

(Seek)
Task

(Classify)
Task (Seek) Task (Classify)

Scenario
1

Canadian 
S afe ty  

R equ irem ents 
fo r  Toys

In d u s try  
Guide to  
Canadian 

S a fe ty  
R equ irem ents 
fo r  Toys and 

Related 
Products

You're  ve ry  exc ited  because 
you 've  m ade con tac t w ith  
an Asian to y  m a n u fa c tu re r 
w ho is w illin g  to  g ive  you a 
large co n tra c t to  sell th e ir  
p roduct. You m ust p rov ide  
th e m  w ith  a su bs tan tia l 
depos it cheque and de ta ils  
o f y o u r f irs t  o rd e r in the  
nex t 48 hours. You are 
concerned ab o u t w h e th e r 
o r no t th e ir  p roducts  m eet 
Canadian to y  sa fe ty  
requ irem en ts  and d o n 't 
w a n t to  react from  pure 
exc ite m e n t. You need m ore 
de ta iled  in fo rm a tio n  before 
m aking  a fina l decis ion.

T rade w ith  Asian to y  
m a n u fa c tu re rs  has increased 
causing renewed e xc ite m e n t 
am ong Canadian re ta ile rs . 
Large co n trac ts  are being 
aw arded w h ich  requ ire  the  
re ta ile r  to  pay fo r an in itia l 
in ve n to ry  w ith in  48 hours o f 
the  co n tra c t aw ard . A 
co n su lta n t has prepared an 
in d u s try  gu ide  to  the  Canadian 
sa fe ty  re q u ire m e n ts  fo r  toys  
and re la ted  p roducts . I t  is 
im p o rta n t th a t the  gu ide  be 
placed on th is  w eb s ite  so th a t 
re ta ile r 's  can m ake in fo rm ed  
decis ions a b o u t to y  purchases 
and are no t s tuck  w ith  
in ve n to ry  th e y  ca n 't sell o r 
re tu rn .

Scenario
2

Garden 
S a fe ty  T ips

Garden 
S a fe ty  T ips

A few  m on ths  ago you 
b ough t y o u r f irs t  hom e. 
Spring  has a rrived  and you 
are eager to  s ta r t w o rk ing  
in y o u r own garden fo r the  
f irs t  tim e . You have tw o  
young ch ild ren , a ca t and a 
dog. You w a n t to  know  if  
the re  are any genera l 
sa fe ty  tip s  you should 
cons ider to  p ro te c t yo u r 
ch ild ren , pets and yo u rse lf 
be fore  beg inn ing .

Every ye a r as sp ring  a rrives  
people are eager to  reopen 
th e ir  gardens. There  is a 
g row ing  aw areness on th e  p a rt 
o f ga rdene rs  fo r  the  need to  
p ro te c t th e ir  ch ild ren , pets and 
th em se lves  fro m  th e  hazards 
o f ga rden in g . You have som e 
m a te ria l describ ing  genera l 
sa fe ty  tip s  to  be considered 
w hen garden ing .
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Scenario
Number

Context (Topics) Context (Situations)
Task

(Seek)
Task

(Classify)
Task (Seek) Task (Classify)

Scenario
3

Facts abou t 
ch iro p ra c tic  

care

Facts abou t 
ch irop rac tic  

care

Changes in hea lth  care 
leg is la tion  have rem oved 
ch iro p ra c tic  care as an 
e lig ib le  expense from  y o u r 
com pensation  package. You 
su ffe r fro m  ch ron ic  back 
pa in , and now w a n t to  do 
som e research to  com pare 
ch iro p ra c tic  care to  o th e r 
fo rm s  o f tre a tm e n t. You 
need m ore  facts  to  
d e te rm in e  i f  you shou ld  pay 
fo r  these  serv ices you rse lf.

Changes in hea lth  care 
leg is la tion  have rem oved 
ch iro p ra c tic  care as an e lig ib le  
insu rab le  expense. Those 
su ffe rin g  fro m  ch ron ic  back 
pain are th e  b igges t users o f 
th is  typ e  o f tre a tm e n t. These 
re g u la to ry  changes have lead 
to  an increased dem and fo r 
in fo rm a tio n  com paring  
ch iro p ra c tic  care to  o th e r 
fo rm s  o f tre a tm e n t. People 
need to  decide i f  th e y  shou ld  
pay fo r  these  serv ices 
them se lves . You have a 
docum en t con ta in in g  th is  
in fo rm a tio n .

Scenario
4

How to  
con tro l y o u r 

blood 
pressure

How to  
con tro l y o u r 

blood 
pressure

Your d o c to r has ju s t  to ld  
you th a t y o u r blood 
pressure  is e leva ted . You 
are concerned and w orried  
because th e re  is a h is to ry  
o f h igh blood p ressure  in 
y o u r fa m ily . You w a n t to  
know  m ore  a b o u t the  risks 
associated w ith  high blood 
pressure  and g e t som e 
de ta iled  in fo rm a tio n  abou t 
changes you can m ake to  
y o u r life  s ty le  to  bring  th is  
cond ition  unde r con tro l.

M any people have e leva ted  
blood pressure , and those  w ith  
a h is to ry  o f h igh blood 
p ressure  in th e ir  fa m ily  are 
p a rtic u la r ly  concerned. People 
w a n t in fo rm a tio n  ab o u t the  
risks associa ted w ith  high 
blood p ressure  and de ta iled  
in fo rm a tio n  ab o u t life s ty le  
changes th a t can be m ade to  
con tro l h igh blood pressure. 
You have a docum en t 
con ta in in g  th is  in fo rm a tio n  
th a t you w a n t to  place on th is  
w eb s ite .

Scenario
5

Exposure to  
co m p u te r 
m o n ito r 

e lec tric  and 
m agne tic  

fie lds

Exposure to  
co m p u te r 
m o n ito r 

e le c tr ic  and 
m agne tic  

fie lds

You spend a lo t o f tim e  in 
fro n t o f a co m p u te r 
m o n ito r. You 've  heard 
con flic ting  repo rts  abou t 
the  e ffec ts  o f exposure  to  a 
co m p u te r m o n ito r 's  e lec tric  
and m agne tic  fie lds. You 
w a n t to  know  w h a t the  real 
s to ry  is and i f  th e re  is 
a n y th in g  you shou ld  do to  
p ro te c t you rse lf.

More and m ore  people are 
spend ing la rg e r am oun ts  o f 
t im e  each day in fro n t o f a 
c o m p u te r m o n ito r. There  are 
co n flic tin g  repo rts  abou t the  
e ffec ts  o f th is  increased 
exposure  to  a co m p u te r 
m o n ito r 's  e le c tric  and 
m a gne tic  fie lds . You have a 
do cu m e n t th a t p rov ides an 
ove rv iew  o f the  to p ic  and w h a t 
i f  a n y th in g  people should do to  
p ro te c t them se lves.
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Scenario
Number

Context (Topics) Context (Situations)
Task

(Seek)
Task

(Classify)
Task (Seek) Task (Classify)

Scenario
6

Keeping
lawns

hea lthy

Keeping
lawns

hea lthy

The use o f pestic ides fo r 
lawn care is an issue in 

yo u r co m m u n ity . Y ou 're  a 
lit t le  em barrassed eve ry  

t im e  y o u r lawn care 
com pany com es by and 

puts th a t "do no t w a lk " sign 
on y o u r grass a fte r  each 

tre a tm e n t. Accepting  th a t 
it 's  p robab ly  h e a lth ie r not 
to  use pestic ides, you 've  

decided to  t r y  and find  
a lte rn a te  w ays o f keeping 

y o u r lawn hea lthy .

The use o f pestic ides fo r  lawn 
care is an issue in m any 

co m m un itie s . Pressure from  
ne ighbours  and an acceptance 

o f th e  in h e re n t risks o f 
pestic ides is d riv in g  m ore 

people to  look fo r  a lte rn a te  
m ethods o f keep ing th e ir  lawns 
hea lthy . You have a do cu m e n t 

w ith  suggestions fo r 
a lte rn a tive s  th a t you w ou ld  
like  pub lished on y o u r web 

s ite .

Scenario
7

D ie t-re la ted  
hea lth  

c la im s fo r 
os teoporos is

D ie t-re la ted  
hea lth  

c la im s fo r 
osteopo ros is

Follow ing a bone de n s ity  
te s t, y o u r m o th e r has been 

d iagnosed w ith  
os teopo ros is . You are 

w ondering  i f  d ie t 
supp lem en ts  m ig h t help her 

to  s low  th e  e ffec ts  o f th is  
cond ition . You are  looking 
fo r in fo rm a tio n  a b o u t the  
d ie t-re la te d  hea lth  c la im s 

betw een ca lc ium , v ita m in  D 
and osteoporos is .

Bone d e n s ity  tes ts  can id e n tify  
cases o f os teopo ros is , 

p a rticu la r ly  am ong w om en. 
The use o f d ie t supp lem en ts  is 

becom ing popu la r to  t r y  and 
s low  the  e ffec ts  o f th is  

cond ition . In  p a rticu la r, y o u r 
o ffice  has been rece iv ing  calls 
a b o u t the  d ie t-re la te d  hea lth  

c la im s betw een ca lc ium , 
v ita m in  D and osteoporos is . 
You have a d o cu m e n t th a t 
o u tlines  these re la tionsh ip s  
th a t you w ish to  pub lish  on 

yo u r w eb s ite .

Scenario
8

Medical
M arijuana

Medical
M arijuana

You are c u rre n tly  in a g rea t 
deal o f pain as a re su lt o f 

yo u r tre a tm e n ts  fo r  cancer. 
You are look ing  fo r re lie f 

and w ould  like  to  t ry  using 
m a riju a n a . Because o f the  

con trove rsy  and legal 
issues you w a n t to  know  

w h a t the  ru les are fo r  
ob ta in in g  m a riju a n a  fo r 

m edica l purposes, and how 
to  g e t it.

M any people w ho su ffe r a 
g re a t deal o f pain fo llo w in g  

cancer tre a tm e n ts  are looking 
fo r  re lie f. One op tion  is the  
use o f m a riju a n a . H ow ever, 

th e  co n tro ve rsy  and lega lities  
su rro u n d in g  its  use has 

crea ted  som e confus ion  abou t 
how  and w hen m a riju a n a  can 
be used fo r  m edica l purposes.

You have in fo rm a tio n  th a t 
yo u 've  fo rm a tte d  fo r  th e  w eb, 
th a t acts as a p r im e r on these  

issues.
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Scenario
Number

Context (Topics) Context (Situations)
Task

(Seek)
Task

(Classify)
Task (Seek) Task (Classify)

Scenario
9

Potentia l
rad ia tion
e ffec ts  o f
ce llu la r
phone
usage

Potentia l
rad ia tion
e ffec ts  o f
ce llu la r
phone
usage

A recen t TV d o cu m e n ta ry  
described po ten tia l 
rad ia tion  e ffec ts  o f using 
ce llu la r phones. You are 
co n s ta n tly  on y o u r cell 
phone fo r  personal and 
business reasons. You are 
concerned a b o u t yo u r 
exposure  to  th is  po ten tia l 
hazard and w a n t to  know  
how to  p ro te c t you rse lf.

A recen t TV do cu m e n ta ry  
described p o ten tia l rad ia tion  
e ffec ts  o f ce llu la r phone usage. 
C e llu la r phone usage con tinues 
to  rise as people are using cell 
phones fo r  personal and 
business reasons. You have a 
do cu m e n t th a t can act as 
su p p le m e n t to  the  cu rre n t 
m edia coverage, and ou tlines  
how  people can p ro te c t 
them se lves  from  p o te n tia lly  
ha rm fu l e ffects.

Scenario
10

A cupunctu re
&
T ra d itio n a l
Chinese
M edicine

A cupunctu re
&
T ra d itio n a l
Chinese
M edicine

Your reduced p ro d u c tiv ity  
and fee lings  o f ch ron ic  
fa tig u e  have increased 
la te ly . You 've heard th a t 
tra d itio n a l Chinese 
m edic ines and acupunctu re  
m ay be e ffec tive  in tre a tin g  
th is  typ e  o f cond ition . You 
w a n t to  find  o u t if  the re  has 
been any research 
com paring  these 
tre a tm e n ts  to  tra d itio n a l 
N orth  A m erican  tre a tm e n ts ,

Reduced p ro d u c tiv ity  and 
fee lings  o f ch ron ic  fa tig u e  are 
increasing am ong adu lts .
There is in te re s t in the  
e ffec tiveness o f tra d it io n a l 
Chinese m ed ic ines and 
acupun c tu re  to  tre a t th is  typ e  
o f cond ition . Recent research 
has com pared  these 
tre a tm e n ts  to  tra d it io n a l N orth 
A m erican  tre a tm e n ts , and you 
w ou ld  like  to  p u t a copy o f th is  
m a te ria l on y o u r w eb s ite .
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Appendix O -  Data Cleaning Details.

Incomplete sessions were those that a participant began but failed to complete all 12 

scenarios (two practice and 10 real) or did not complete the question regarding the relevance 

thresholds. The database rule established for the removal o f an incomplete record was based on 

a 24 hour clock following the beginning of the session.

It was acknowledged early on in the experiment, that several participants would begin an 

experimental session, and then part way through, leave their computers (e.g. meetings, shopping 

etc.). They would return at a future point in time and complete the experiment. If the 

experiment was not completed within 24 hours, it was assumed the participant had quit and any 

accumulated data was automatically moved to an inactive area o f the database. One check for 

incomplete data was performed manually. If a participant had clicked through all the questions 

(but did not make any relevance ratings) and then answered the relevance threshold questions in 

a logical manner, this session would not have been removed automatically as it met the criteria 

for completion. Therefore, there was also a manual inspection of each record, and instances such 

as the one described resulted in the removal o f the data.

Illogical relevance thresholds were identified in 15 cases. The relevance threshold 

question asked users to identify the points where the partially relevant category began and ended. 

There were 15 sessions in which participant’s beginning number was larger than or equal to the 

ending number. This illogical pairing of numbers became the second automated rule for 

removing data.

There were two instances o f suspicious response patterns early in the experiment. In 

these two cases, the participant had opened each and every menu label and provided a near 

maximum rating to every menu label choice. The patterns o f responses and the time taken to
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make each response (several responses per second) suggested that the participants responses 

were rote, automatic and not in good faith. The data from these sessions was also removed.

A test session was defined as one conducted by someone that did not constitute a 

legitimate participant (e.g. an academic colleague, thesis advisor, technical support person) and 

was interacting with the site to explore or test some feature o f the site. These individuals were 

identified by a unique postal code which was reserved for testing. Data from these sessions were 

removed.
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